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Summary of Information for Buyers

Registering to Bid
It is strongly recommended that you contact us as early as possible if you wish to bid in one of our 
auctions and have never previously registered with us. This may be done via our website (www.dnw.
co.uk > Your Account > Account Authorisation), by email to auctions@dnw.co.uk or by telephone to 
020 7016 1700. The period directly before our auctions is extremely busy and we cannot guarantee 
that the registration process, which may include security checks, can be carried out in time for you 
to bid if your request is received by us at a late stage.

Bidding Priority
Please note that we prioritise executing commission bids as early as possible in order to secure the 
lot for you at the cheapest possible price. It is therefore entirely possible that a lot can sell at your 
top bid to another bidder. To avoid this happening we offer an optional ‘Plus 1’ bidding increment 
facility, whereby if the bidding is against you at your maximum bid the auctioneer will execute one 
further bid on your behalf. Please note that in the event of identical top bids priority is given to the 
first bid received.

Placing Bids
Live Bidding via www.dnw.co.uk
You may bid in real time from your computer or mobile device. We provide an optional live video 
and audio feed of the auctioneer, allowing you to participate in much the same way as attending the 
auction. You may see your invoice and pay online directly after you’ve finished bidding. There is no  
additional charge for this facility.

Advance Bidding via www.dnw.co.uk
We strongly advise this method if you wish to leave bids in advance as it is the easiest, most accurate 
and flexible way to leave your bids and gives you total control over them right up to the point that the 
lot is offered for sale. Bids made online cannot be seen by others and only become live at the point 
the lot is being sold. Up until this time your bids can be easily altered or cancelled. An automated 
email is sent to confirm any changes made. There is no additional charge for online bidding and it 
is not necessary to pre-register a payment card in order to do so.

Postal and Telephone Bids
Whilst we are still happy to execute all bids submitted to us using post or telephone, it should be 

noted that all bids left with us in these ways will be entered at our offices using exactly the same 

bidding facility to which all our clients have access. There is, therefore, no better way of ensuring 
the accuracy of your advance bids than to place them yourself online.
If you are registered with DNW you may bid by email to auctions@dnw.co.uk or by telephone to 
020 7016 1700. All bids placed by email or telephone must be received before 16:00 on the day 
preceding the sale.
A bidding form is included in the back of this catalogue. If you wish to use this please fill it in care-
fully, to include all relevant information. Please ensure that you post this form so that it arrives, at the 
latest, the day before the sale. 

Bidding in the Auction Room
You are very welcome to attend the auction and bid in person if you are registered with DNW. Please 
note thet the auction room is situated on the third floor of a Georgian building which doesn’t have a 
lift. You may pay for and clear your lots during the auction.



Saleroom Notices
Should the description of a lot need to be amended after the publication of this catalogue, the 
amendments will appear automatically on the DNW website, www.dnw.co.uk. All such amend-
ments are also incorporated in the List of Saleroom Notices pertaining to this auction which are 
posted separately on the website. The auctioneer will refer to any notices at the time any affected lot 
is offered for sale.

Catalogue Illustrations and the Internet
Prospective bidders are reminded that the DNW website features high-resolution colour illustrations 
of every lot in this auction. There may also be additional illustrations of any lot.

Buyers’ Premium
The rate for this sale is 24% of the Hammer Price (+ VAT where applicable)

Importation Duty
Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% on the Hammer Price unless re-exported out-
side the EU.

Multiple Lots
All multiple lots (lots containing two or more items) with the exception of designated sets of bank-
notes are sold as viewed and not subject to return. Buyers are recommended to view such lots.

Prices Realised
The hammer prices of lots sold at DNW auctions are posted at www.dnw.co.uk in real time and 
telephone enquiries are welcome from 09:00 on the day after the auction.

Payment
You may access your invoice shortly after the hammer has fallen on your last lot. As we weigh lots 
at the time of cataloguing most shipping is already calculated, enabling you to settle your account, 
clear and receive your lots in a timely fashion. As noted above, auction attendees may pay and clear 
during the course of the auction as soon as they have bid on their last lot.

Full Terms and Conditions of Business are available to read
 in the back of this catalogue and on our website.

Contacts
General Support Enquiries
auctions@dnw.co.uk
020 7016 1700 or from overseas (+44) 20 7016 1700

Website and Live Bidding Support Enquiries
Ian Anderson ian@dnw.co.uk
020 7016 1700 or from overseas (+44) 20 7016 1700
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World Banknotes 

Order of Sale 

Afghanistan 651 
Algeria 652-653 
Angola 654-658 
Argentina 659-662 
Aruba 663 
Australia 664-666 
Austria 667 
Bahamas 668-673 
Bahrain 674-675 
Bangladesh 676-685 
Barbados 686-688 
Belgium 689 
Belize 690-692 
Bermuda 693-696 
Biafra 697 
Bolivia 698 
Brazil 699-718 
British Caribbean Territories 719-722 
British Honduras 723-726 
British West Africa 727 
Brunei 728 
Burma 729-730 
Burundi 731-732 
Canada 733-743 
Cayman Islands 744 
Ceylon 745-747 
China 748-752 
Columbia 753 
Congo Democratic Republic 754-756 
Costa Rica 757 
Croatia 758-759 
Cyprus 760 
Czechoslovakia 761  
Denmark 762 
Djibouti 763 
Dominican Republic 764 
East Africa 765-767 
Ecuador 768 
Egypt 769-777 
El Salvador 778 
Estonia 779 
Ethiopia 780-781 
Falkland Islands 782-784 
Fiji 785-787 
France 788-798 
French Antilles 799 

French Indo-China 800-801 
French Somaliland 802-803 
German East Africa 804-821 
German Southwest Africa 822-823 
Germany 824-834 
Ghana 835 
Gibraltar 836-838 
Greenland 840 
Guadaloupe 841 
Guinea 842 
Haiti 843 
Hong Kong 844 
Hungary 845-847 
Iceland 848 
India 849-873 
Indonesia874-877 
Persia 878-879 
Iran 880-887 
Iraq 888-903 
Israel 904-905 
Italy 906-912 
Jamaica 913-914 
Japan 915 
Jordan 1916-917 
Kenya 918-923 
Kuwait 924-926 
Laos 927 
Latvia 928 
Lebanon 929-933 
Syria 934-945 
Liberia 946-948 
Libya 949-972 
Lithuania 973-985 
Luxembourg 986 
Madagascar 987 
Malaya and British Borneo 988-989 
Malaysia 990-991 
Malta 992-995 
Mauritania 996-997 
Mauritius 998-1000 
Mongolia 1001 
Morocco 1002-1006 
Mozambique 1007-1010 
Nepal 1011-1023 
Netherlands 1024-1025 
Netherlands Indies 1026 
Netherlands New Guinea 1027 
New Zealand 1028-1036 



Nicaragua 1037 
Nigeria 1038-1039 
Norway 1040-1041 
Oman 1042-1043 
Pakistan 1044-1064 
Palestine 1065-1070 
Persia (see; Iran) 
Paraguay 1071-1072 
Poland 1073-1077 
Portugal 1078-1089 
Portuguese India 1090 
Qatar & Dubai 1091-1092 
Qatar 1093 
Rhodesia 1094-1096 
Romania 1097 
Russia 1098-1105 
Saar 1106 
Saint Helena 1107 
Saint Thomas and Prince 1108 
Saudi Arabia 1109-1116 
Serbia 1117-1118 
Seychelles 1119-1124 
Singapore 1125-1132 
Somalia 1133 
Somaliland 1134-1135 
South Africa 1136-1156 
South Vietnam 1157-1165 
Southern Rhodesia 1166 
Southwest Africa 1167-1169 
Spain 1170-1172 
Sudan 1173-1181 
Switzerland 1182 
Syria (see; Lebanon) 
Tatarstan 1183 
Thailand 1184-1185 
Timor 1186 
Tonga 1187 
Trinidad and Tobago 1188-1192 
Tunisia 1193-1198 
Turkey 1199-1201 
Confederate States of America 1202-1203 
United States of America 1204-1208 
Uruguay 1209 
Venezuela 1210-1211 
Yugoslavia 1212-1219 
Zambia 1220 
Zimbabwe 1221 
Advertising and Test Notes 1222-1241 
Miscellaneous World Banknotes 1242-1271                       



It has been over a year since �omasina and I joined DNW. �is will be our third sale of World 
Banknotes in that time, and I think it is probably my favourite so far.  �ere are lots of surprises 
in this catalogue, with some lovely condition issued rarities and a nice o�ering of specimens 
and proofs as well.  

�e star lot this time round is the superb Palestine £5 of 1927.  �is �rst date of issue is ex-
tremely rare in any condition, but this one is simply spectacular.  �is was actually the very 
�rst note we consigned for this auction.  Certainly a good start to the cataloguing process.

A�er the record prices we achieved for a set of Singapore die proofs in our last auction, we 
have some slightly di�erent stage proofs and partial printings on o�er this time.  �ere are very 
interesting sections of Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal, which are riding high on the coat-tales 
of strong India prices, and remarkably, a couple of true rarities from Hungary.  Take a look - we 
couldn’t quite believe it either.

German East Africa has become a mainstay country for DNW over the last year, and once 
again we are pushing the boat out with another 500 Rupien of 1905, along with many other 
examples of the smaller denominations, and some later issues. 

However, our favourite single note this time round has to be the simply amazing Portuguese 
100 Escudos of 1927.  �e condition of this note de�es belief, given its size and age, and the 
very small size of the print runs at the time.  �is really is what we like to call a ‘proper bank-
note’.  

Next year DNW will be moving to a new sale calendar.  We will be holding general banknote 
sales in February, June and October.  We will also be holding a special one-o� Irish sale in 
March to celebrate St. Patricks day in style, so we hope you will join us then. 

Best of luck with your bids,

Andrew �omasina and Mike

Foreword
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World Banknotes
Afghanistan

Afghanistan Bank, 500 afghanis, SH1327 (1948), serial
number 042475, in PMG holder 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated,
scarce especially in this condition
TBB B317a, Pick 35  £800-£1,200

651

Algeria

Banque Centrale d’Algerie, specimen 50 Dinars, ND (1964),
serial number 0.000 000, perforated and overprinted
SPECIMEN, a superb original uncirculated example, thus scarce
TBB B303as1, Pick 124s  £500-£700

652x

Banque Centrale d’Algerie, printers design for 10/50 Dinars,
1985, various serial numbers, uncirculated
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted  £80-£120

653x

Angola

Republica Portuguesa, Angola, 1 Angolares, 28 March 1942,
serial number Cs 337632, 5 Angolares, 14 August 1926,
serial number C 059633, first rust small piece from top
corner missing, staining, some thinning along folds, very
good
Pick 64, 66  £100-£150

654

Republica Portuguesa, Angola, 5 Angolares, 14 August
1926, serial number Aj 093289, De Novaes at left, elephant
on reverse, strong paper quality, original very fine, attractive
and scarce
Pick 66  £400-£500

655

Republica Portueza Angola, photographic proof on card for
a proposed issue, 1 Angolar, ND, black print, Printers: Art
Institut Orell Fussli, Zurich, the reverse with two stains in
lower margin, about uncirculated (2 proofs)
Pick Not Listed  £150-£200

656

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Banco de Angola, an obverse and reverse composite essay
for 20 Angolares, 23 April 1947, zero serial number, brown
on multicolour, many features hand painted, Salvador
Correia at right, man standing at left, reverse the reconquest
of Luanda 1648, on card, some damage to top left corner of
reverse, a very attractive design unique (2 items)
TBB B409, Pick 79  £800-£1,200

x 657

Banco de Angola, obverse and reverse composite essay
mounted on board for 1000 Escudos, 15 August 1956, serial
number 10A0G000000, using the design for the later 1962
issue, but with the dates and serial numbers for the 1956
issue, extremely minor scuffing in a few areas, but overall
about uncirculated and unique (2 items)
TBB B417/B422 for type, Pick 91/96 for type  £400-£500

x 658

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Argentina

Banco Nacioñal, 5 Centavos (3), 10 Centavos (2), all 1
January 1884; Banco de la Nacion, 5 Centavos, 1 May 1892,
Twenty Centavos, 1 November 1891; La Provincia de
Buenos Ayres, 10 Pesos 1844, contemporary forgery,
generally very fine or better (8 notes)
Pick 1, 6, 211a, 213, cf.S390  £80-£120

659

El Banco Central Republica Argentina, specimen 50 Pesos,
ND (1954-57), serial number 00.000.000C, perforated, black
MUESTRA overprint, glue residue in top margin otherwise
uncirculated, scarce
Pick 271as  £110-£150

x 660

El Banco Central Republica Argentina, specimen 500 Pesos,
ND (1960-66), serial number 00.000.000A, perforated, black
MUESTRA overprint, about uncirculated to uncirculated, scarce
Pick 278bs  £140-£180

x 661

El Banco Central Republica Argentina, specimen 1000
Pesos, ND (1960-66), serial number 000000A, perforated,
two cancellations holes, black MUESTRA overprint, staple
holes top left corner otherwise uncirculated
Pick 281s  £180-£220

x 662

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Aruba

Centrale Bank van Aruba, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Florin in a
presentation album, 1 January 1990, all with matching serial
number 0000000064, a lovely original presentation, of
which only 200 were made, and even fewer have come to
market since, all notes uncirculated and iconic ground
breaking designs (5 notes, 1 album)
TBB BNP101, Pick PCS1  £800-£1,000

x 663

Australia

Hay Internment Camp, Australia, 1 Shillings, 1 March 1941,
serial number 22805, Relison and Stahl manuscript
signatures, arms of a ram flanked by a kangaroo and an emu
low centre, some dirt along right margin, single tear at right,
otherwise completely original, good very fine, scarce
Campbell 1213b, Schwan-Boling 552  £1,200-£1,800

x 664

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Commonwealth of Australia, 10 Shillings = Half Sovereign,
ND (1914), serial number N953890, in PCGS holder 15,
choice fine, very scarce
TBB B102a1, Pick 3a, Rennick R-02aL  £1,000-£1,500

665

Commonwealth of Australia, £10, ND (1954), serial number
WA/20 543243, in PMG holder 55, about uncirculated
TBB B141a, Pick 32  £180-£220

x 666

Austria

International Refugee Organisation, Austrian Operation, 1
Unit, ND (c.1946), no signatures or serial numbers, for use at
assembly centre stores only, in PMG holder 53, about
uncirculated, rare
Campbell 7360  £100-£150

x 667

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bahamas

Bahamas Government, 10 Shillings, ND (1963), serial
number A/3 047619, Higgs, Sweeting, Roberts signatures,
lightly pressed, but no discernible folds, about uncirculated
and scarce
TBB B113d, Pick 14d  £200-£260

668

Bahamas Government, $5, 1965, serial number A031641,
Stafford Sands and George Higgs signatures, in PMG holder
66EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B119a, Pick 20a  £360-£460

669x

Bahamas Government, specimen $5, 1965, serial number A
000000, red specimen DE LA RUE seals, red SPECIMEN overprint,
two cancellation holes, uncirculated
TBB B119as, Pick 20s  £150-£200

670x

Bahamas Government, specimen $20, 1966, serial number
A000000, Sand and Higgs signatures variety, two
cancellation holes, horizontal red DE LA RUE seals, diagonal red
SPECIMEN overprint, mounting traces, about uncirculated to
uncirculated
TBB B122as2, Pick 23as  £440-£500

671x

Bahamas Government, specimen $100, 1966, serial number
A000000, Sand and Higgs signatures variety, two
cancellation holes, horizontal red DE LA RUE seals, diagonal red
SPECIMEN overprint, light mounting traces, about uncirculated
to uncirculated
TBB B124as, Pick 25as  £700-£900

672x

Central Bank of the Bahamas, $50 (2), 1996, serial number
H435926 and H735196, slightly scuffed, but original very
fine,
TBB B327a, Pick 61  £100-£150

673x

Bahrain

Bahrain Currency Board , 10 Dinars, L.1964, serial number
HH083322, in PMG holder 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated,
scarce in this grade
TBB B106a, Pick 6a  £400-£500

674x

Bahrain Currency Board, Franklin Mint specimen set
consisting of 100 Fils, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5 and 10 Dinars, L.1964,
all serial number 006560, red SPECIMEN overprints, in
presentation wallet, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB BNP101, Pick CS1  £100-£150

675x

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bangladesh

Government of Bangladesh, specimen 1 Taka (2), ND (1973
and 1976), zero serial numbers, first with tiger watermark,
second with no watermark, both with red SPECIMEN overprints
and De La Rue ovals, one cancellation hole, second with
tiny nick in lower margin, otherwise minor handling only,
about uncirculated to uncirculated and very scarce (2 notes)
TBB B202as2, B202cs, Pick 5s  £200-£260

676x

Government of Bangladesh, specimen 1 Taka, ND (1976),
zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, one cancellation
hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B203as1, Pick 6s  £100-£150

677x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 5, 10, and 100 Taka, ND
(1973), all with serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and
De La Rue ovals, one cancellation hole, uncirculated and
very scarce (3 notes)
TBB B304as2-B306as2, Pick 10s-12s  £440-£500

678x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 5 and 10 Taka, ND (1972-3),
zero serial numbers, black and red SPECIMEN overprints
respectively, single cancellation hole, uncirculated and
becoming increasingly scarce (2 notes)
TBB B307as1, B308as1, Pick 13s, 14s  £320-£400

679x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 5 and 10 Taka, ND (1976), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, single cancellation
hole, uncirculated and scarce (2 notes)
TBB B309as, B310as, Pick 15s, 16s  £200-£260

680x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 100 Taka, ND (1976), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and becoming very
scarce
TBB B312as1, Pick 18s  £200-£260

681x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 5 and 10 Taka, ND (1978), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, one cancellation
hole, uncirculated and very scarce (2 notes)
TBB B314as2, B315as, Pick 20s, 21s  £300-£400

682x

www.dnw.co.uk
All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to buyers’ premium at 24% (+VAT where applicable)
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Bangladesh Bank, specimen 50 Taka, ND (1979), zero serial
numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals, two
cancellation holes, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B317as2, Pick 23s  £150-£200

683x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 100 Taka, ND (1977), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
two cancellation holes, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B318as2, Pick 24s  £150-£200

684x

Bangladesh Bank, specimen 5 and 100 Taka, ND (1981),
zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, second with De
La Rue ovals, one and two cancellation holes respectively,
uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B319as2, B323as2, Pick 25s, 29s  £200-£260

685x

Barbados

Barclays Bank, Dominion, Colonial and Overseas,
Barbados, $20, 1926, no serial number, perforated CANCELLED,
arms at centre, archival annotations and date ‘as submitted
19.7.1926’ in top margin, one light corner bend, about
uncirculated, scarce and attractive
Pick S102  £500-£600

686x

Government of Barbados, $1, 1 June 1943, serial number
B/Q 664329, uncirculated
TBB B102d, Pick 2b  £800-£1,000

687

Central Bank of Barbados, replacement $50, ND (1989),
serial number Z1 006060, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B210*, Pick 40*  £100-£150

688x

Belgium

Nationale Bank Van Belge, obverse and reverse progressive
proof for an unissued 5000 francs, ND (circa 1975), first:
uniface obverse proof, green and brown print, Zenobe
Gramme at left, watermarked paper, second: obverse
multicolour underprint, TESTBILJET at top left, reverse
multicolour design TEST BILLET overprint, watermarked paper,
third: watermarked paper, obverse design embossed on
paper, uncirculated, very interesting (3 notes)
TBB not listed, Pick not listed  £320-£380

689x
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Belize

Government of Belize, proof $5, 1 June 1975, serial number
C/1 000000, uniface, black print, Henry Cain, Rafael
Fonseca, Albert Cattouse signatures, one cancellations hole,
archival annotations and date ‘approved 18 Oct 75’ in
margins, visible embossing, usual without glue residue,
uncirculated and scarce
TBB B103p, Pick 35p  £300-£380

x 690

Monetary Authority of Belize, replacement $1, 1 June 1980,
serial number Z/1 006651, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B201a, Pick 38a, Mehilba MWR RA1  £80-£120

x 691

Monetary Authority of Belize, specimen $10, 1 June 1980,
serial number P/1 000000, red specimen DE LA RUE seals, red
SPECIMEN overprint, three cancellation holes, uncirculated,
quite a scarce modern specimen
TBB B203as, Pick 40as  £150-£200

x 692
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Bermuda

Bermuda Government, £1, 30 September 1927, serial
number B 014311, C H Clay and Allan F Smith signatures,
George V at right, strong original paper, about extremely
fine, a nice example
TBB B105a, Pick 5  £2,000-£2,600

693

Bermuda Government, 10 Shillings, 12 May 1937, serial
number D031890,nice paper quality, strong colour, in PMG
holder number 30 EPQ, very fine
TBB B109a, Pick 9  £1,000-£1,500

x 694
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Bermuda Government, 10 Shillings, 1 May 1957, serial
number K/1 908523, completely original, about uncirculated
TBB B120b, Pick 19  £100-£150

x 695

Bermuda Monetary Authority, replacements for $2 and $5,
1 August 1989, and 20 February 1989, serial numbers Z/2
007090 and Z/2 004556, in PMG holders 67 EPQ, superb
gem uncirculated, scarce in this high grade (2 notes)
TBB B207b*, B209a*, Pick 34b*, 35b*  £120-£260

x 696

Biafra

Bank of Biafra, a large group of £1, first series, and 5 and 10
Shillings, second issue, with at more than 100 of each type,
mostly fine, with several in each group better (at least 300
notes)
TBB B102a, B103a, B104a, Pick 2, 3, 4  £150-£200

697

Bolivia

El Banco Central De Bolivia, specimen 1000 Bolivares, 20
December 1945, serial number A000000, 500 Bolivares, 20
December 1945, serial number M000000, 10,000 Bolivares,
20 December 1945, serial number E1 000000, all with red
specimen DE LA RUE seals, 10,000 Bolivares with cancellation
hole, mounting traces, about uncirculated to uncirculated (3
notes)
Pick 146s, 148s, 151s  £240-£280

x 698
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Brazil

Banco do Brazil, proof 20 Mil Reis, ND (1841), no
signatures or serial numbers, on white card with counterfoil,
in PMG holder 62, uncirculated, a few stains, rare
Pick S241  £300-£400

699

Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, on thin white paper with
double counterfoil, loosely backed on card, mounting traces
and significant damage tonight counterfoil, overall an
attractive extremely fine, rare
Pick S244  £300-£400

700

Banco do Brazil, proof 20 Mil Reis, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, on white paper, backed on
card, double counterfoil, in PMG holder 50 NET, about
uncirculated, tape, edge damage, rare
Pick S246  £300-£400

701
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Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, Bahia, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, on white paper backed on card,
double counterfoil, in PMG holder 53 NET, about
uncirculated, pieces missing, tears, rare
Pick S264  £300-£400

702

Banco do Brazil, proof 10 Mil Reis, Maranhao, ND (1856),
no signature or serial number, pink paper with double
counterfoil, in PMG holder 58, choice about uncirculated,
rare and attractive, note unaffected by issues with
counterfoil
Pick S276  £400-£500

703
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Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, tan paper with remains of
counterfoil at right, paper stuck over lower left portion to
show design adjustments, in PCGS holder 50, about
uncirculated, edge damage, splits and tears, rare
Pick S279  £400-£500

704

Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, on thin white paper with
counterfoil at right, in PCGS holder 50, about uncirculated,
with damage, splits and tears
Pick S279  £300-£400

705
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Banco do Brazil, proof 10 Mil Reis, Para, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, green paper with double
counterfoil, in PMG holder 63, choice uncirculated, rare and
attractive, note unaffected by issues with counterfoil
Pick S316  £400-£500

706

Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, Pernambuco, ND
(1856), no signatures or serial numbers, white card with
double counterfoil, in PMG holder 45 NET, extremely fine,
pieces missing, edge damage, rare
Pick S324  £300-£400

707
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Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, ND (1856), no
signatures or serial numbers, on thin white paper with
double counterfoil, in PCGS holder 50, about uncirculated,
edge nicks, splits and tears
Pick S334  £300-£400

708

Banco do Brazil, proof 10 Mil Reis, Sao Paulo, ND (1856),
no signatures or serial numbers, on white paper, backed on
card, double counterfoil, in PMG holder 35 NET, choice
very fine, pieces missing, tape, edge damage, rare
Pick S351  £300-£400

709
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Banco do Brazil, proof 100 Mil Reis, Bahia, ND (1855), no
signatures or serial numbers, pink paper with double
counterfoil, in PMG holder 64 NET, uncirculated but with
mounting remains and one large tear, otherwise note
unaffected by issues with counterfoil
Pick unlisted  £400-£500

710

Banco do Brazil, remainder 10 Mil Reis, ND (1856), serie
1A, serial number 011608, no signatures, white paper with
counterfoil at left, significant damage at right and to
counterfoil at left, thus good very fine to extremely fine and
rare
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

711
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Banco do Brazil, proof 10 Mil Reis, Minas Geraes, ND
(1856), no signatures or serial numbers, on thin white paper,
loosely backed on card, mounting traces and significant
damage in counterfoils, very fine and very rare
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

712

Banco do Brazil, proof 20 Mil Reis, Rio Grande do Sul, ND
(1856), no signatures or serial numbers, on white card with
double counterfoil, in PMG holder 63, choice uncirculated
and rare
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

713
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Banco do Brazil, proof 50 Mil Reis, ND (1850’s), no
signatures or serial numbers, on white paper, backed on
card, with double counterfoil, in PMG holder 61 NET,
corner missing, rare
Pick unlisted  £300-£400

714

Banco da Bahia, proof 50 Mil Reis, ND (1858), no signatures
or serial numbers, counterfoil at left, in PMG holder 53,
about uncirculated, rare
Pick S384  £300-£400

715
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Banco do Brazil, specimen 20 Mil Reis, 1923, zero serial
number, Estampa 1A, cancellation holes, red MODELLO

overprint, very faint evidence of mounting along left margin,
uncirculated
Pick 116s  £200-£240

716x

Republica dos Estados Unidos, Brazil, a full sized black and
white engraving showing the first mass in Brazil, as featured
on the 1 Cruzeiro Novo on 1000 Cruzeiros of 1967, also
including an example of the note, vignette and note both
about uncirculated to uncirculated, and an extremely
interesting item, since almost all of the indigenous people in
the original vignette were edited out of the final design (2
items)
TBB B807b, Pick 187b  £150-£200

717

Republica dos Estados Unidos, Brazil, a proof for an
unknown design, 1000 Mil Cruzeiros, ND, purple engraving,
portrait flanked by denomination, some staining otherwise
uncirculated
Pick Not Listed  £100-£150

718

British Caribbean Territories

British Caribbean Territories, $5, 1 September 1951, serial
number H/1 190528, original, good fine and scarce
TBB B103b, Pick 3b  £100-£150

719

British Caribbean Territories, $2, 2 January 1964, serial
number Y2-624230, uncirculated and scarce in this grade
TBB B108c, Pick 8c  £400-£500

720

British Caribbean Territories, $5, 2 January 1957, serial
number J2 413997, original good very fine
TBB B109d, Pick 9  £80-£120

721x

British Caribbean Territories, $20, 2 January 1963, serial
number D2-960348, torn entirely through on the left hand
side, but repaired, thus very good, but original and scarce in
any grade
TBB B111g, Pick 11b  £80-£120

722
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British Honduras

Government of British Honduras, $1, 2 October 1939, serial
number A107890, original fine, scarce in any grade
TBB B119a, Pick 20  £200-£260

723

Government of British Honduras, $1, 15 April 1942, serial
number A123730, original fine, scarce in any grade
TBB B119b, Pick 20  £200-£260

724

Government of British Honduras, $5, 2 October 1939, serial
number C038188, original fine, a very rare note in any grade
TBB B121a, Pick 22  £800-£1,000

725

Government of British Honduras, $1, 1 April 1964, serial
number G/4 240923, in PCGS holder number 68 PPQ,
superb gem uncirculated
TBB B127a, Pick 28b  £260-£360

726x

British West Africa

West African Currency Board, 1 Shilling, 30 November
1918, serial number C/9 867497, fresh and original, about
uncirculated
TBB 105a, Pick 1a  £300-£400

727

Brunei

Government of Brunei, 1 (2), 5 and 10 Ringgit, 1967, the 1
and 5 Ringgit uncirculated, the 10 Ringgit has a vertical fold
at the extreme right, thus about uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B101a, B102a, B103a, Pick 1, 2, 3  £100-£150

728

Burma

Reserve Bank of India, Burma, 10 Rupees, ND (1938),
prefixes A/23, A/24, A/29, A/30, A/36, some pressed, all with
usual pinholes, about very fine to very fine (6 notes)
TBB B202a, Pick 5  £160-£200

729x
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Reserve Bank of India, Burma, 10 Rupees, ND (1945), serial
number G/39 089398, pressed extremely fine
TBB B506, Pick 28  £35-£55

730x

Burundi

Banque de la Republique du Burundi, specimen 1000
francs, 1 January 1980, no serial number, Aloys
Ntahonkiriye and Elisee Ntahonikoraa signatures, a sheet of
transparent acetate with both the signature and date over the
note, acetate pasted at the margins of the note, archival
annotations and date ‘as submitted 10.8.79’ in top margin,
glue has slightly seeped through paper where the acetate
sheet has been attached otherwise uncirculated, unusual
and interesting, scarce
TBB B220s, Pick 31as  £120-£180

731x

Banque de la République du Burundi, specimen 100 Francs,
1 October 1993, serial number AC 000000, stamped
SPECIMEN, and 500 Francs, 5 February 1995, serial number R
000000, stamped SPECIMEN, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB 223as, 224as, Pick 37s, 37As  £60-£80

732

Canada

Bank of Nova Scotia, $5, 2 January 1935, serial number
2519478, Banque Candienne Nationale, $5, 2 January 1935,
serial number 0306242, Imperial Bank of Canada, $10,
1923, serial number 264536, $10, 1939, serial number
E057648, Royal Bank of Canada, $20, 3 January 1927, serial
number 442390, some with graffiti, fine to very fine (5
notes)
Pick S632, S716, S1143, S1145H, S1393  £200-£260

733x

Canadian Bank of Commerce, obverse and reverse proof for
$5, 1935, no serial number, design as issued, both in PMG
holders, numbers 55, about uncirculated and 64, choice
uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick S971p  £360-£400

734x

Dominion of Canada, $1, 31 March 1898, serial number
352002, Series A, Courtney signature, some staining in
areas, original, fine scarcer type
Pick 24  £100-£150

735
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Dominion of Canada, $1, 1911, serial number 306929,
Series A, manuscript signature at left, green line about
signature field, annotation on reverse, very fine, scarcer
variety
Charlton DC-18d, Pick 27a  £150-£200

736

Dominion of Canada, $1, 1911, serial number 794670-U,
manuscript signature at left, in PMG holder 64, choice
uncirculated, thus scarce
Charlton DC-18d-i, Pick 27b  £1,000-£1,500

737

Dominion of Canada, $1, 2 July 1923, serial number
D6173809, in CCCS holder 50, about uncirculated
Charlton DC-25n, Pick 33n  £150-£200

738
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Bank of Canada, $1, 1935, serial number A2972148, in
PMG holder 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated
Charlton BC-1, Pick 38  £400-£500

739

Bank of Canada, $1 (4), 1939, George VI, $1 (7), 1961,
replacement $1 (5), 1961, Queen Elizabeth II, including
some replacement notes, original very fine to uncirculated
(16 notes)
TBB B321, 338, Pick 58, 75  £100-£150

740x

Bank of Canada, $1000, ND (1973), serial number A/K
1249587, Lawson and Bouey signature variety, paper
slightly wrinkled, one light fold, small tear in low right
margin, otherwise original good extremely fine to about
uncirculated
TBB B346d, Pick 83  £700-£900

741

Bank of Canada, a group from the 1969-1979 scenes of
Canada issue $1 (11), $5 (3), $10, $20 (5), very fine to about
uncirculated (20 notes)
TBB B348, 350-2, Pick 85, 87-9

742x

Bank of Canada, a group of replacement notes from the
1986-1991 Birds of Canada Issue, $2 (15), $5 (14), $10 (4),
$20 (6), all have prefix ending with ‘X’, very fine to
uncirculated (39 notes)
TBB B357-360, Pick 94-97  £180-£220

743x

Cayman Islands

Cayman Islands Currency Board, replacement $40, 1974,
serial number Z/1 003271, in PCGS holder 58PPQ, choice
about uncirculated, scarce
TBB B109r, Pick 9r  £100-£150

744x

Ceylon

Diyatalawa P.O.W. Camp, Ceylon, 1 Rupee, 18 March
1901, serial number 2585, in PCGS holder 15, fine, ex. Ruth
Hill collection, scarce
Campbell 4802  £200-£260

745x
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Central Bank of Ceylon, colour trial 5 Rupees, ND (1969),
no serial number, green on blue print on multicolour, two
cancellations holes, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated
TBB B327cts, Pick 73cts  £150-£200

x 746

Central Bank of Ceylon, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 Rupees, 26
March 1979, uncirculated and an extremely pretty series (6
notes)
TBB B342a, Pick 88  £100-£150

747

China

The Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, Shanghai,
$10, 1 September 1922, serial number G/T 192900, some
foxing, tears, still retaining good paper quality, good fine and
scarce
Pick S185A  £400-£600

748

Imperial Chinese Railways, $1, 22 April 1895, serial number
11073, manuscript date over printed date ‘21/1296’ brush
writing on obverse and reverse, rust, multiple pinholes, a
presentable good, scarce
Pick A56a  £200-£260

749
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Central Bank of China, photograph of a de Havilland DH.91
Albatross in flight, with annotations on the reverse
“Aeroplane used on 5 Yuan note back”, referring to the 5
Yuan of 1942. Interestingly, the aeroplane in question is a
very specific type, of which only seven were ever built, and
none of which were ever flown anywhere near China. Other
elements of the photo were also adapted to fit the banknote
design, with the sheds and hangers engraved at an entirely
different angle. Several folds, very fine, a fascinating and
strange item for the advanced collector, who might like to
consider why the Chinese authorities thought this was an
appropriate subject for their notes
Pick 244 for type  £200-£260

750

Central Bank of China, obverse and reverse uniface proofs
for 5 Yuan, 1945 (1948), serial number 1-A 000000, each
with two cancellation holes and red SPECIMEN overprints in
English and Chinese, specimen numbers on reverse,
uncirculated and scarce (2 notes)
Pick 389p  £200-£260

x 751
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People Republic of China, 1 Jiao, ND (1962), serial number
V I IX 2311021, star watermark, rare watermark variety and
a key note of the series
TBB B4087, Pick 877c  £2,000-£2,600

752
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Colombia

Banco de la Republica, Columbia, large format original
artwork featuring Jorge Eliécer Gaitán Ayala, as used on the
1000 pesos of 2001, black ink on translucent paper, with ink
annotations in lower margins, also a partial proof for the
1000 pesos, underprints only on both sides, uncirculated,
completely unique and a fascinating piece, dimensions are
395mm x 280mm (2 items)
Pick 450  £400-£500

753
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Congo Democratic Republic

Banque Nationale du Congo, specimen 50 Francs, 1
September 1962, serial numbers A/1 123456 and A/1
789012, one cancellation hole, archival annotations and
date ‘10.5.61’ in top margin, paper clip indentation, corner
fold, some handling, about uncirculated
TBB B202as, Pick 5s  £120-£180

754x

Banque Nationale du Congo, 100 Francs (2), 1 February
1962, serial numbers DA144555-556, uncirculated, scarce
as a pair (2 notes)
TBB B203d, Pick 6  £100-£150

755

Banque Nationale du Congo, a small group of specimens 10
Makuta, 1968, 20 Makuta, 1970, 50 Makuta, 1967, all with
serial number A000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, red DE LA RUE

seals, cancellation hole, mounting traces otherwise
uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B206-208s, Pick 9-11s  £220-£280

756x

Costa Rica

Banco Central de Costa Rica, obverse and reverse die proof
for 10 Colones, 18 July 1972, blue print, obverse Rodrigo
Facio Brenes at right, reverse central bank headquarters, ink
annotations and date in margins, minor glue residue, about
uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B523p, Pick 237p  £240-£300

757

Croatia

Independent State of Croatia, a ‘Short Snorter’ on 1000
Kuna, 26 May 1941, serial number E1816205, with 8
handwritten signatures, original very fine and scarce
TBB B104a, Pick 4  £60-£80

758

National Bank of Croatia, a group of sheets for several
different denominations of the 1993 issue, comprising 50
Kuna, obverse sheets of 40 on pale yellow paper (3), 200
Kuna, obverse sheets of 35 on pale yellow paper (2), 500
Kuna, obverse sheets of 45 on yellow paper (9) and 1000
Kuna, obverse and reverse sheets of 40 on pink and orange
paper respectively (5 of each), each sheet with regular
printing only, no underprints or seria numbers, generally all
notes uncirculated, no folds or tears but a few of the sheets
have edge knocks (995 notes in total, across 24 sheets)
TBB B404, B406, B407, B408, Pick 31, 33, 34, 35

£1,000-£1,500

759
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Cyprus

Government of Cyprus, 1 Shilling, 1 March 1920, serial
number A/1 93204, George V at right, Walter Andrew
Bowring signature, heavily pressed and bleached, paper
thinning along central fold, very good, extremely rare in any
grade
TBB B114a, Pick 14  £1,200-£1,600

760

Czechoslovakia

Theresienstadt Ghetto, 50 Kronen (4), 1 January 1943, serial
numbers F000766-769, about uncirculated, scarce as a
consecutive group (4)
unlisted  £80-£120

761
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Denmark

Nationalbanken I Kjobenhavn, 50 Kroner, 1926, serial
number 9286197, minor damage to low right corner, an
overall original and fresh good very fine, and a very scarce
early date
Pick 22f  £800-£1,200

762

Djibouti

Republique de Djibouti, Banque Nationale, a group of the
first issue comprising 500, 1000, 5000 and 10000 Francs,
ND (1979-1984), also a set of the Banque Centrale de
Djibouti, 2002-2009 issue comprising 1000, 2000, 5000
and 10000 Francs, uncirculated (8 notes)
TBB B101-B104b, B201-B204, Pick 36-39b, 42-45 £80-
£120

x 763

Dominican Republic

Banco Central de la Republica Dominicana, die proof 100
pesos, ND (1956-58), no signatures or serial numbers, two
small cancellation holes, backed on card, uncirculated and
very attractive
Pick 76p  £100-£150

764
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East Africa

East African Currency Board, 1 Rupee, 7 April 1920, serial
number A/1 74072, red and brown and olive green, George
V at right, signatures of Mercer, Bottomley and Ezechiel,
three hard folds, some handling, strong original paper, a
superb example of a rare note. The note is accompanied by
a charming letter hand-written on watermarked paper sent
from a daughter in East Africa to her mother. ‘My dear
mother, I’m enclosing one of those Currency Notes because
the issue is going to be a very short lived one, because it
may be of interest soon. Since BEa is to become Kenya
Colony. It is 1 Rupee- value 2/-, and as you can see that only
been in issue since April. Gloriously warm today ! I am in
the kick of making some marrow jam ! Like a taste ? Righto !
See you for a pot of your raspberry ! Best Love, Jean.
TBB B201a, Pick 7  £1,000-£1,500

765

A lovely 1 Rupee of 1920 with a touching letter from its first owner
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East African Currency Board, 10 Shillings (2), 1 January
1933, serial numbers E/1 42767 and F/5 08293, both with
significant but professional repairs, thus very good to fine
and still very scarce (2 notes)
TBB B210b, Pick 21  £400-£500

766

East African Currency Board, a specimen set of the 1964
series, entirely encased in plastic sheeting, comprising 5, 10,
20 and 100 Shillings, all with serial number A000000,
SPECIMEN perforations and four cancellation holes, extensive
damage to centre and some splitting of the plastic (4 notes)
TBB B231as-234s, Pick 45s-48s  £100-£150

767

Ecuador

El Banco Central del Ecuador, proof 10 Sucres, 1928-38, no
signatures or serial numbers, sassy girl with basket at centre,
backed on thin card, uncirculated and attractive
Pick 85p  £80-£120

768

Egypt

National Bank of Egypt, printers archival specimen £1, 2
August 1915, serial number range S/52 000001 - S/52
100000, perforated CANCELLED, previously mounted, ink
annotations in margins, about uncirculated to uncirculated
TBB B110as1, Pick 12s  £500-£700

769

National Bank of Egypt, 50 Piastres, 12 March 1938, serial
number A/6 955247, uncirculated
TBB B120a, Pick 21a  £100-£150

770
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National Bank of Egypt, colour trial in red for £1, ND (1930
-1948), no serial number, small black SPECIMEN overprint,
small cancellation hole, uncirculated and extremely rare, a
very beautiful trial
TBB B121t, Pick 22ct  £3,600-£4,000

x 771

National Bank of Egypt, 25 Piastres, 1957, serial number
007955, 50 piastres, 1960, serial number 105510, 50
Piastres, 1960, serial number 347022, uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B128, 129, Pick 28, 29  £100-£150

x 772

National Bank of Egypt, printers archival specimen £10,
1959, serial number range /80 000,001-100,000, perforated
SPECIMEN, ink date ‘29/5/59’ and annotations in top margin,
uncirculated
TBB B132as, Pick 32s  £300-£400

773
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Egyptian Government Currency Note, 10 Piastres, 27 May
1917, serial number C/17 89286, good fine
TBB B206b, Pick 160b  £80-£100

774

Central Bank of Egypt, colour trial £10, 1964, zero serial
number, red SPECIMEN overprint and single cancellation hole,
mounting traces in top left and right corners, otherwise an
attractive about uncirculated to uncirculated example,
scarce
TBB B307t, Pick 41cts  £500-£700

775

Egypt, a small group of notes including Government
Currency Notes and National Bank notes (8) and a selection
of what appear to be travellers cheques (6), banknotes
generally poor condition, cheques uncirculated (14 notes)

£80-£120

776

National Bank of Egypt, printers archival specimens for
cheques to the value of £10 Sterling (6), 19- (between 1913
-1925), two with serial number ranges, the other four with
red SPECIMEN overprints, all have CANCELLED perforations, ink
dates in margins and counterfoils dating between 1913 and
1925, showing just how long this design was in use for,
some with mounting traces in counterfoils, all original good
extremely fine or better (6 cheques)
Not Listed  £440-£550

777

El Salvador

El Banco Salvadoreno, specimen 1 Peso, 1 July 1918, serial
number 000000, 3 small cancellation holes, uncirculated
and attractive
Pick S202  £120-£160

778

Estonia

Eesti Pank, a booklet containing obverse and reverse proofs
showing early designs for the 5 Krooni of 1991 (this proof
dated 1990), serial number AB1234567, with an almost
identical design but with some differences, especially in
colouration and signatures, and lacking the coat of arms at
top right, both examples appear to be fully printed, but are
laid down on card with a removable transparent overlay,
condition as produced, rare (2 notes, laid down)
TBB B214a for similar, Pick 71 for similar  £300-£400

779
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Ethiopia

Bank of Ethiopia, an engraving of a leopard, as used on the
10 Thalers of 1932-35, in a frame and presentation box,
hand numbered 319/350, as produced, with a scarcity
belying the quantity apparently produced
TBB B103a, Pick 8a for type  £200-£260

780

State Bank of Ethiopia, a specimen set from the 1961 Issue,
$1, $5, $10, $20, $50, $100 and $500, all with cancellation
holes, red SPECIMEN overprint, the $5 has a light bend in
paper, the remainder uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B207-213s, Pick 18-24s  £320-£380

781

Falkland Islands

Government of the Falkland Islands, £1, 19 May 1938,
serial number D75644, original very fine
TBB B210a, Pick 5  £60-£80

782

Government of the Falkland Islands, £1, 15 June 1982,
serial number G74905, £1, 1 October 1984, serial number
A014693, £5, 14 June 1983, serial number A012225, about
uncirculated to uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B213e, B217, B218, Pick 8e, 12, 13  £80-£120

783x

Government of the Falkland Islands, £5, 30 January 1975,
serial number C101554, Harold T Rowlands signature,in
PCGS holder number 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B214b, Pick 9b  £380-£420

784x
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Fiji

Government of Fiji, colour trial £5, ND (1934), no signatures
or serial number, single small cancellation hole, red
Bradbury Wilkinson stamp and SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE in upper
margin, mounting traces removed from corners, extremely
fine and rare
TBB B310t, Pick 34ct  £1,600-£2,000

785

Government of Fiji, 5 Shillings (2), 1 July 1950, serial
number B/5 197776 and B/6 37903, original extremely fine
(2 notes)
TBB B313j, Pick 37j  £200-£260

786

Reserve Bank of Fiji, sample $50, 1996, serial number
A000000, a very unusual sample note presumably used in
pitch books. The note has no watermark or security thread,
the hologram isn’t similar to the one featured on the issued
note. Some parts of the note are poorly printed however, the
guilloche pattern, denomination and the title are properly
engraved, the printing is also perfectly aligned. Three red ink
spots at centre in a yellow ink circle. Uncirculated and very
interesting.
TBB B513s, Pick 100s for type  £400-£500

787
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France

France, a group of Assignat and other assorted early French
money and documents, including a 25 Franc Mandat
Territorial and a 50 Franc Assignat, Banque de France, 5
Francs, 1918, 1943 (2), 50 Francs (4), 1938, 100 Francs, (2),
1938, 1940, 10 new Francs, 1960, 10 Francs, 1976,
Chambre de Commerce (5), the assignats mixed grades, the
remainder very fine or better (43 notes)  £160-£200

788

Banque de France, a sizeable and good quality mixed lot of
notes spanning most of the 20th century, generally
uncirculated, a few pressed or lower grades, but an
extremely useful lot (36 notes)  £300-£400

789

Banque de France, 5 Francs, 1873, serial number A.2423
492, in PCGS holder 30, pinholes, stains and tears, but a
presentable very fine, very scarce
Pick 60  £260-£320

790

Banque de France, a lot of graded notes including 500
Francs, 1937, 1000 Francs, 1939, and 1000 Francs, 1949,
all in PCGS holders, mixed grades but several with OPQ
designation (15 notes)
Pick 66m, 85b, 86b, 90c, 95b, 102, 130b, 134a, 141a,
142a, 146b, 148f, 149f, 159i  £400-£500

791

Banque de France, 20 Francs, 25 July 1917, serial number
Z.2599 905, a few tiny pinholes, original very fine, a scarce
type
Pick 74  £80-£120

792x

Banque de France, 100 Francs, 29 June 1929, serial number
H.25557 072, Platet and Stohl signatures, 100 francs, 29
January 1942, serial number V.28020 303, Echantillon Test
Note, first in PMG holder number 58, choice about
uncirculated, second uncirculated, test note in PCGS holder
number 58PPQ, choice about uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 78b, 94, PNL  £100-£160

793
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Allied Military Currency, 1000 Francs, ND (1944), serial
number 20174948, pinholes, good very fine
Pick 125  £80-£120

794

Banque de France, 50 Francs, 1997, and 100 Francs (12),
1998, with several consecutive examples, generally
uncirculated (13 notes)
Pick 157Ad, 158  £80-£120

795

France, Ministry of War, 50 Francs, ND (1945), serial
number A0174127, in PMG holder 55 EPQ, about
uncirculated and the highest denomination issued for this
scarce series
Campbell 2013a  £100-£150

796x

France, Bon de Solidarite, 5000 Francs, MD (1941-45),
serial number 15545, in PMG holder 64, choice
uncirculated, with rust spots in counterfoil only, ex. David
Seeyle collection, a large and impressive piece
Campbell 2315b  £260-£320

797x

Advertising Note for E. Desfosses, Paris, celebrating the
tercentenary of Louis XIV, and featuring a very fine bust of
the king surrounded by armour, weapons and filigree, with
details of the printer on the reverse, uncirculated and scarce
unlisted  £120-£160

798

French Antilles

Institute d’Emission des Departments d’Outre-Mer, French
Antilles, a group from the 1966 issue, 10 francs, serial
number U.7 60358, 50 francs, serial number V.2 42016, 100
francs, serial number Z.2 05806, all with Bernard Clappier
sand André Postel-Vinay signature variety, pinholes, very
fine (3 notes)
TBB B108b 109b, 110b, Pick 8-10  £240-£300

799

French Indo-China

Banque de l’Indochine, specimen/proof (50) Piastres, ND
(1946-51), serial number A000 000, with no actual value
printed but other parts of the note as issued, red SPECIMEN

overprint and two small cancellation holes, uncirculated and
very scarce
Pick 77s for type  £200-£260

800x
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Banque de l’Indochine, specimen/proof (100) Piastres, ND
(1946-51), serial number A000 000, with no actual value
printed but other parts of the note as issued, black SPECIMEN

overprint and two small cancellation holes, uncirculated and
very scarce
Pick 78s for type  £200-£260

801x

French Somaliland

Banque de l’Indochine, French Somaliland, specimen 100
Francs, Djibouti, ND (1931), serial number 0.00 000,
vertical SPECIMEN perforation, a superb original uncirculated
example of a very attractive note
TBB B112as, Pick 8s  £220-£280

802x

Tresor Public, French Somaliland, 5000 Francs, ND (1952),
serial number T.4 000093810, staple holes, strong paper
quality, original very fine
TBB B305a, Pick 29  £120-£180

803

German East Africa

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 21207, and 10 Rupien,
15 June 1905, serial number 12171, the five has a missing
corner tip at low right, and traces of mounting in other
margins, both with some rust marks, fine and scarce (2
notes)
Pick 1, 2  £100-£150

804

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 40220, fresh and
original, very fine and scarce in this grade
Pick 2  £200-£260

805

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien (4), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 08944, 19106,
20069 and 23018, two very good, two fine (4 notes)
Pick 2  £200-£260

806
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 10
Rupien (4), 15 June 1905, serial number 04312, 07197,
20916 and 33698, very good (4 notes)
Pick 2  £150-£200

807

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 27807, with number
on both sides, fresh and original paper, minor glue stains on
reverse in margins, good very fine and an extremely nice
example for type
Pick 3b  £200-£260

808

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 50
Rupien (2), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 0129 and 9917,
first with serial numbers on obverse only, second with serial
numbers on both sides, first very good, second fine, the first
example is amongst the lowest serial numbers known for this
already scarce issue (2 notes)
Pick 3a, 3b  £150-£200

809

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 8440, minor glue stains
on reverse, but a really spectacular note with original paper
and only a single central fold and other minor handling, thus
extremely fine and very difficult to find in this grade
Pick 4  £600-£800

810

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 0289, several pinholes,
stains, original about fine and very low number
Pick 4  £120-£160

811

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 100
Rupien (3), 15 June 1905, serial numbers 0917, 3703 and
5299, original paper, first two fine, last very good (3 notes)
Pick 4  £260-£320

812
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 500
Rupien, 15 June 1905, serial number 00402, original paper,
with the centre of the note in very nice condition, but the
edges are somewhat ragged with several tears into the
design, and the low left corner tip repaired, overall very
good and excessively rare
Pick 5  £4,000-£5,000

813

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, a
selection of 1 Rupien notes (20), dating from 1 November
1915 to 1 December 1915, with some scarer types and
better grades included, fine to good very fine (20 notes)
Pick 9a, 9b, 9Aa, 9Ab, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11a, 11b, 12a, 12b,
13, 14, 15a, 15b, 15c, 15d, 16a, 16b, 17  £200-£260

814

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 1
Rupien (15), 1 November 1915, a wide variety of prefixes
and signatures, four examples about uncirculated with no
folds, others generally extremely fine with only a single
central fold (15 notes)
Pick 9Ab  £80-£120

815
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Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (2), 1 August 1915, serial numbers 61792 and
73860, two different signature varieties, first very good,
second about very fine (2 notes)
Pick 29  £80-£120

816

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (3), 1 August 1915, serial numbers 78662, 79810
and 80649, three different signature varieties and with
different handstamps on reverse, first unidentifiable, second
Daressalam, third Tabora, all original about very fine, scarce
(3 notes)
Pick 30  £150-£200

817

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (4), 1 August 1915, all with series letter B, with two
of each variety, one good very fine, two very good, one
good, scarce (4 notes)
Pick 31  £150-£200

818

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (13), 1 August 1915, all with series letter C, and
every single note with a different signature variety, including
some scarcer types, a mix of grades, but generally original
very fine (13 notes)
Pick 31  £360-£460

819

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien, 1 August 1915, serial numbers C83613 and
C83628, both with facsimile signature at right and missing
the usual hand-written signature at left, only a few serial
numbers apart and both missing the hand-written signature
suggests that there was a whole batch missed, first very fine,
second about fine, very scarce (2 notes)
Pick 32  £100-£150

820

Deutsch-Ostaffikanische Bank, German East Africa, 5
Rupien (4), 1 November 1915, serial numbers E31622,
E14834, E11300 and E76360, with all four possible paper
types, all four are attractive and original very fine examples,
the final type scarce (4 notes)
Pick 34a, 34b, 34c, 34d  £200-£260

821
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German Southwest Africa

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 5 Mark, 8 August
1914, serial number E. 10790, black on green underprint,
foxing, pinholes, good fine, scarce
Pick 1a  £500-£600

822

Kassenschein, German South West Africa, 5 Mark, 8 August
1914, serial number E.10186, tear along hard central fold,
some thinning due to embossed seal, very good to fine,
scarce
Pick 1a  £500-£600

823

Germany

Konzentrationslager Ravensbruk, 1 Mark, ND (1943), no
serial number, circular blue stamp at centre, on unusual thin
brown paper, about very fine, rare
Campbell 4053a, Schwan-Boling 1622  £200-£260

824

A Small Group of German notes, including a group of 5000
Mark (45), 2 December 1922, all uncirculated, and 20000
Mark (27), 1 July 1923, generally extremely fine, as well as 7
other mixed grades notes (79 notes)  £60-£80

825

Germany, a group of pre-inflationary notes, mostly
composed of 1910 issues and Darlehenskassenschein, but
with a few minor earlier notes, also a sizeable group of
inflationary notes, 1922-1923, with some duplication but
featuring a wide range of different issues, and a selection of
notegeld and local issues (147), and several assorted later
issues dating from the 1920’s to the 1960’s (393 notes)

£260-£320

826

Germany, Prisoners of War Camps, 50 Reichspfennig, 1939
-44, serial number 5.1644525, wit camp name ‘Oflag XIII B’
at centre left, in PMG holder 64, choice uncirculated, very
scarce
Campbell 3752m  £100-£150

827x

Germany, Buchenwald Concentration Camp, -.50
Reichsmark, ND (c.1937-45), serial number 38025*, in PMG
holder 40, extremely fine, scarce
Campbell 3951a  £120-£160

828x

Germany, Buchenwald Concentration Camp, 2 Reichsmark,
ND (c.1937-45), serial number 74500*, in PMG holder 62,
previously mounted, rare
Campbell 3953a  £200-£260

829x
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Germany, Lagergeld des Conzentraionslagers, Oranienburg,
10 Pfennig, ND (1933), on watermarked paper, two
cancellation holes, central fold, thus good extremely fine
and rare
Campbell 4037a  £240-£320

830x

Germany, Ludwig Dillingen Centre for Lithuanian Displaced
Persons, 10 UNRRA Units, ND (1946), serial number
000299*, on coloured paper (thus intended for payment to
women), in PMG holder 64, choice uncirculated, rare
Campbell 7400b  £200-£260

831x

Reichsbanknote, 500 Milliarden Mark (2), 26 October 1923,
both colour varieties, and 1 Billion Mark (3), 1 November
1923, two different colour varieties, one of the Billion Mark
is very good, others original very fine, quite scarce (5 notes)
Pick 127a, 127b, 129  £150-£200

832

Germany - Federal Reupublic

Bank Deutscher Lander, Allied Military Command, 10
Deutsche Mark (2), 22 August 1949, serial numbers
R0785129P and N7196652A, also 1 and 2 Deutsche Mark,
1948, first about uncirculated to uncirculated, second very
fine, last two good extremely fine (4 notes)
TBB B102a, B103a, B116a, Pick 2, 3, 16  £100-£150

833

Bank Deutscher Lander, Allied Military Command, 10
Deutsche Mark, 1948, serial number H1627435L, also 5
Deutsche Mark (3), 9 December 1948, prefixes 11M, 13P
and 2Z, first about uncirculated, others fine to very fine (4
notes)
TBB B107a, B113c, B113e, Pick 5a, 13e, 13i  £120-£160

834

Ghana

Bank of Ghana, specimen 5 Cedis, ND (1965), serial number
A/1 000000, William Halm signature, front and back
specimens glued together, red hollow COPY overprint, on
watermarked paper, some traces of glue, about uncirculated
TBB B106s, Pick 6  £140-£180

835x
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Gibraltar

Government of Gibraltar, 2 Shillings , 6 August 1914, serial
number B119170, Colonial Treasurer Alfred Craven
Greenwood signature, some thinning, minor staining, hand
stamp on reverse, in PMG holder number 30, very fine
TBB B106a, Pick 6  £400-£500

836x

Government of Gibraltar, 10 Shillings, 1 May 1965, serial
number D525001, small stains in top left, PCGS holder 58,
choice about uncirculated, and an exceptional serial number
1 for this date of issue
TBB B115e, Pick 17  £800-£1,000

837

Government of Gibraltar, £1, 20 November 1971, serial
number H147993, uncirculated
TBB B116g, Pick 18b  £80-£120

838

Government of Gibraltar, specimen £5, 3 October 1958,
serial number C000000, two miniature SPECIMEN perforations,
ink annotations in top margin, the final Waterlow date for
this type, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B117cs, Pick 16s  £220-£280

839

Greenland

Greenland, Danish Administration, 25 Ore, 1905, serial
number 109678, in PMG holder 58, choice about
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B147c, Pick 4b  £100-£150

840x

Guadeloupe

Banque de la Guadeloupe, 25 Francs, ND (1934), serial
number Y.40 886, signatures of Marconnet, Gascon and
Picard, trimmed around margins, very good and very scarce
Pick 8  £260-£320

841
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Banque de la Republique de Guinee, 1000 Francs (2), 2
October 1958, serial numbers F08 146583 and F27 076298,
very fine (2 notes)
TBB B204a, Pick 9a  £80-£120

842

Haiti

Republique d’Haiti, a specimen set comprising, 5 Gourdes,
1979, 25 Gourdes, 1988, 2, 5, 10 Gourdes, from 1990-1999
Issue, 50 Gourdes, 2003, all with red specimen overprint,
uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B805as, 820as, 826-8as, 840as, Pick 248, 232s, 254-6,
267s  £200-£260

x 843

Hong Kong

Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, printers
archival specimen $10, 1st April 1941, serial number range
M400,001-P400,000, SPECIMEN perforation, mounting traces at
right, but a fresh and original about uncirculated, scarce
Pick 178cs  £600-£800

844
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Hungary

Hungarian National Bank, 10 Pengo, 1 March 1926, serial
number B101 052813, spectacular original paper, good
extremely fine to about uncirculated and very rare in any
grade
TBB B502a, Pick 90  £600-£800

845

Hungarian National Bank, 10 Pengo, 1 March 1926, serial
number B101 052823, lovely original paper, good extremely
fine to about uncirculated and very rare in any grade
TBB B502a, Pick 90  £600-£800

846

Hungarian National Bank, 10 Pengo, 1 March 1926, serial
number B101 052825, superb original paper, good
extremely fine to about uncirculated and very rare in any
grade
TBB B502a, Pick 90  £600-£800

847
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Islands Banki, Iceland, remainder 5 Kronur, 1920, serial
number 416830, uncirculated
Pick 15r  £150-£200

848

India

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 1 Anna, Group I Bangalore,
ND (1939-45), with bar at left, in PMG holder 15 NET,
choice fine, splits, rare
Campbell 5075  £200-£260

849x

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 2 Annas, Bhopal, ND (1939
-45), bar at left, very fine, scarce
Campbell 5092  £200-£260

850x

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 4 Annas, Bhopal, ND (1939
-45), fine and rare
Campbell 5101  £300-£400

851x

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 5 Rupees, Bhopal, ND (1939
-45), in PMG holder 55 EPQ, about uncirculated and rare in
this superb grade
Campbell 5105  £500-£600

852x

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 1 Anna, Clement Town, ND
(1939-45), about very fine, very scarce
Campbell 5158  £200-£260

853x

India, Prisoners of War Camps, 1 Anna, Clement Town, ND
(1939-45), with 24 hand stamp on obverse and oval ‘wing
no. 3’ handstamp on reverse, a superb original good very
fine, thus extremely scarce
Campbell 5158  £300-£400

854x

Princely States of Hyderabad, India, consecutive pair 1
Rupee, ND (1950-53), serial numbers AS/3 468416, both in
PMG holders, numbers 55 EPQ, about uncirculated, scarce
(2 notes)
Pick S272g, Jhunjhunwalla & Rezwan 7.3.7  £750-£850

855x
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India, Princely States of Hyderabad, 10 Rupees (3), ND
(1938-47), serial numbers IV 980550, IY 445665 and IT
018825, first in PCGS holder 25, very fine, others also very
fine (3 notes)
Pick S274d  £200-£260

x 856

Government of India, 1 Rupee, ND (1917), serial number
Y/4 211022, 1 Rupee, 1935, serial number 32/D 877,792,
Kelly signatures, Reserve Bank of India, Burma, 5 Rupees,
1938, serial number A/22 852824, good to very good (3
notes)
India: Pick 1c, 14c, Burma: Pick 5  £150-£200

857

Government of India, 1 Rupees, 1917, serial number D/64
157444, signature of M.S.Gubbay, some discolouration, no
pinholes, very small hole at centre due to hard central fold,
very fine
Pick 1g  £150-£200

x 858

Government of India, 2 Rupees 8 Annas, 2 January 1918,
serial number C/3 741451, Calcutta, Gubbay signature,
usual spindle hole at left, pinholes, obverse paper skimmed
in areas at right, reverse mounting traces, thinning along
central fold, very good, a presentable enough example, rare
in any grade
Pick 2a3  £2,000-£2,600

859
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Government of India, 50 Rupees, Bombay, ND (1930), serial
number V/8 687848, in PCGS holder 30, very fine, with the
usual spindle holes, extra staple holes, and a small ink stamp
on reverse, but fresh original paper visible through the
holder, thus a rare and desirable note
Pick 9b  £6,500-£8,000

860

A Rare George V 50 Rupees of 1930

Reserve Bank of India, 2 Rupees, ND (1937), serial number
A/3 747544, Taylor signature, in PMG holder 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, also 10 Rupees, ND (1937), serial number
C/64 215679, Taylor signature, in PMG holder 62 NET,
uncirculated, minor restoration (2 notes)
TBB B201a, B203a, Pick 17a, 19a, Jhun 4.2.1, 5.1

£100-£150

x 861
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Reserve Bank of India, 5 Rupees, ND (1944), serial number
Q/8 531828, usual pinholes, one light central fold, original
about uncirculated
TBB B202b, Pick 18b  £60-£80

862

Reserve Bank of India, 5 Rupees (2), ND (1944), serial
numbers Q/8 531829-30, Deshmukh signature, the usual
pinholes, very light central creases, thus about uncirculated
and a nice pair (2 notes)
TBB B202b, Pick 18b  £120-£160

x 863

Reserve Bank of India, 5 Rupees (3), ND (1944), serial
numbers Q/8 531832, P/4 860796 and L/89 096176, first
two good extremely fine to about uncirculated, last very fine
(3 notes)
TBB B202b, Pick 18b  £120-£160

x 864
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Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, Bombay, ND (1937),
serial number B/27 794722, in PMG holder 35, choice very
fine, minor edge damage
TBB B204a1, Pick 20b  £200-£260

x 865

Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, Karachi, ND (1937),
serial number B/54 862968, three purple stamps ‘Pakistan
payment refused’, some foxing, tears, thinning along central
folds, very good, rare place of issue
TBB B204a4, Pick 20  £1,000-£1,500

866

Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, Calcutta, ND (1937),
serial number A/75 871126, in PCGS holder 30, very fine,
bank stamp on reverse
TBB B204b2, Pick 20e  £200-£260

x 867
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Reserve Bank of India, 100 Rupees, Karachi, ND (1937),
serial number A/28 961613, Taylor signature, very good,
rare in any grade
TBB B204b6, Pick 20q  £500-£700

x 868

Reserve Bank of India, 5 Rupees, ND (1943), black serial
number D/27 118020, fresh and original paper, central fold,
good extremely fine to about uncirculated
TBB B207a, Pick 23a  £120-£160

x 869

Government of India, Persian Gulf Issue, 1 Rupee (2), ND
(1957-62), prefixes Z/5 and Z/6, Roy signature, 5 Rupees,
1957 serial number Z/2 917503, Iyengar signature, all with
pinholes, the five rupees with graffiti, fine (3 notes)
TBB BR101, B201, Pick R1, R2  £340-£440

870
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Reserve Bank of India, Persian Gulf Issue, 100 Rupees, ND
(1957-62), serial number Z/1 000877, in PCGS holder 30,
very fine, and a clearly original example with a relatively low
serial number, very scarce
TBB BR203, Pick R4  £2,000-£2,600

x 871

India, Sambhar, uncut pair of Milk Coupons to the value of 1
Cash (2), ND (1939-45), serial numbers 372/23 and 372/24,
used during WWII due to coin shortages, very fine, rare (2
notes)
Pick unlisted  £100-£150

x 872
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Bank of Khalistan, $100, ND (c.2001), no serial number,
Signed by Dal Khalistan Int'l Chairman, these are not official
banknotes, but are widely collected regardless, good
extremely fine and scarce
Pick unlisted  £200-£260

873

Bank Indonesia, specimen replacement 50000 Rupiah,
1999, serial number XJM051738, red SPECIMEN overprint,
small stain on reverse, light handling but about uncirculated
and rare
TBB B595s, Pick 139s  £260-£320

x 874

Indonesia, hand painted section of an essay for an unknown
denomination, c.1960-70, showing a very attractive image of
Museum Perjuangan Yogyakarta, backed on clear plastic and
intended as an overlay for an essay showing an alternative
design, in lovely condition
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted, nothing like this seen by the
cataloguers on any previous occasion  £200-£300

875
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Bank Indonesia, partially hand executed obverse and reverse
composite essay on board for 5 Rupiah, 1965, serial number
A000000, obverse almost the same design as the issued
notes of 1960-64, reverse with similar themes but a different
design, a superb design, and with craftsmanship of the
highest quality, unique (2 pieces)
TBB unlisted, similar to B353, Pick unlisted, similar to 82

£1,000-£1,500

876

Bank Indonesia, partially hand painted reverse essay on
board for 25 Rupiah, ND (1960), serial number
25CS000000, blue on yellow, design very similar as the
issued note, in PCGS holder number 62, uncirculated, a very
attractive design from a very popular issue
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted  £800-£1,200

x 877
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Persia

Imperial Bank of Persia, 1 Toman, Hamadan, 12 September
1925, serial number A/V 003026, some minor repairs to
central fold, overall a presentable fine and a scarcer branch
TBB B113a, Pick 11  £240-£300

x 878

Imperial Bank of Persia, 20 Tomans, 19 February 1925,
serial number E/C 083990, Payable in Tehran, usual repairs,
pressed, in PMG holder number 30, very fine and very rare
TBB B117a, Pick 15  £4,000-£6,000

879

A Extremely Rare 30 Tomans of 1925
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Bank Melli Iran, specimen 10 Rials, SH1311/1932, serial
number 00000, blue SPECIMEN overprint, two small
cancellation holes, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B102s, Pick 19s  £300-£400

x 880

Bank Melli Iran, 1000 Rials, SH1310/ 1931, red serial
number A099099, signatures of Khosravi and Hajir,
repaired, margins and central fold, pinholes, trimmed, a
'repeater' number, scarce in any grade
TBB B114b1, Pick 30  £800-£1,200

x 881

Bank Melli Iran, 100 Rials (3), 1317 (1938), serial number
H471217, 1319 (1940), serial number A/812819 and 1321
(1942), serial number B295128, first pressed extremely fine,
others good fine (3 notes)
TBB B130a, 130c, 130e, Pick 36A  £200-£260

882

Bank Melli Iran, 500 Rials, ND (1944), serial number
342563, pressed good very fine, a nice example
TBB B140a, Pick 45  £360-£400

x 883
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ERROR: Bank Markazi Iran, provisional issue, 50 Rials, ND
(1979), serial number 203/794104, with misprinted double
overprint, uncirculated
TBB B250, Pick 117a  £100-£150

884

Bank Markazi Iran, consecutive 5000 Rials, ND (1979),
serial number 41/407984, Mehran- Ansary signature variety,
faint stain low right on second note, one fold thus extremely
fine (2 notes)
TBB B256a, Pick 122a  £700-£900

885

Bank Markazi Iran, specimen 200 Rials, ND (1981), zero
serial numbers, red specimen overprint and De La Rue ovals,
two cancellation holes, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B261as, Pick 127As  £1,200-£1,600

886

A Sizeable Group of Iranian Notes, dating from 1948 to the
present day, and consisting of 98 different varieties mixed
grades, many pressed, mostly very fine or thereabouts (98
notes)  £150-£200

x 887
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Iraq

Government of Iraq, 1/2 Dinar, 1931 (1934), serial number
C160221, original paper but a somewhat limp example, very
good, very scarce
TBB B108c, Pick 8c  £300-£400

x 888

Government of Iraq, 1 Dinar, 1931(1942), serial number E/7
869152, Nasik Security Printing Press, India, some minor
damage to the edges, toned, one hard central fold, original
about extremely fine, a rare note in any condition
TBB B116a, Pick 15  £800-£1,200

889

Government of Iraq, 1/4 Dinar, ND (1942), serial number
H845842, in PCGS holder 40, extremely fine
TBB B118a, Pick 16a  £800-£1,000

x 890
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Government of Iraq, 1/2 Dinar, ND (1942), serial number
D918027, in PMG holder 35, choice very fine, an extremely
scare type in issued form
TBB B119a, Pick 17a  £2,000-£2,600

x 891

Government of Iraq, 1 Dinar, ND (1942), serial number
N999172, in PMG holder 35, choice very fine, scarce
TBB B120a, Pick 18a  £600-£800

x 892

Government of Iraq, 1/4 Dinar, ND (1948), serial number
Z118310, in PMG holder 35, choice very fine, a very scarce
type
TBB B124a, Pick 22  £800-£1,000

x 893
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National Bank of Iraq, 1 Dinar, 1947 (1950), serial number
M912691, in PMG holder 35, choice very fine
TBB B203a, Pick 29a  £240-£300

894x

National Bank of Iraq, 1/2 Dinar, 1947, serial number
F138537, quite worn, but with original paper, and a
relatively scarce type, about fine
TBB B207a, Pick 33a  £150-£200

895x

National Bank of Iraq, 1 Dinar, 1947 (1953), serial number
Z259173, in PMG holder 45, choice extremely fine
TBB B208a, Pick 34a  £400-£500

896x

National Bank of Iraq, 5 Dinars, 1947, serial number
D422064, Abdul Ilah Hafudh signature, in PMG holder
number 25, very fine
TBB B214b, Pick 40b  £300-£400

897x

National Bank of Iraq, 10 Dinars, 1947 (1955), serial
number C873639, in PMG holder 40, extremely fine, and a
visibly fresh and original example, thus very scarce
TBB B215a, Pick 41a  £800-£1,000

898x

National Bank of Iraq, 10 Dinars, 1947 (1955), serial
number C647396, Abdul Ilah Hafudh signature, some
staining, in PMG holder number 25 very fine
TBB B215a, Pick 41a  £300-£400

899x

Central Bank of Iraq, 1/2 Dinar, 1947, serial number 1/A
557627, in WBG holder 64, choice uncirculated
TBB B302a, Pick 43  £260-£320

900x

Central Bank of Iraq, specimen 1 Dinar, ND (1958), no
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints in English and Arabic,
two cancellation holes and perforated with number 295,
original about uncirculated and becoming very rare
TBB B310s, Pick 53s  £700-£900

901x
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Central Bank of Iraq, specimen 10 Dinars, ND (1958), no
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints in English and Arabic,
two cancellation holes and perforated with number 283,
some staining on reverse, but original about uncirculated to
uncirculated and becoming very rare
TBB B312s, Pick 55s  £700-£900

x 902

Central Bank of Iraq, specimen 25 Dinars, ND (1986), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints in English and Arabic,
overprinted with number 0077 in red, uncirculated and
extremely scarce
TBB B330s, Pick 73s  £800-£1,000

x 903

Israel

Anglo-Palestine Bank Limited, 500 Mils, 1, 5 and 10
Pounds, 1948, serial numbers A134311, B087370, A584996
and 236679, first very good, others fine to very fine (4
notes)
TBB B106a-B109a, Pick 14-17  £200-£260

x 904
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Bank of Israel, a specimen set of the 1955 issue, comprising
500 Pruta, 1, 5, 10 and 50 Lirot, all with zero serial
numbers, all with SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
first in black, others in red, also with specimen number 45 in
lower margins, all perfectly fresh and original, extremely
attractive uncirculated examples, becoming very rare (5
notes)
TBB B401as1-B405as2, Pick 24s-28s  £1,600-£2,200

x 905

Italy

Banca d’Italia, 50 lire, 15 August 1919, serial number N138
0493, several pinholes, original fine, very scarce
TBB B407c, Pick 43c, Crapanzano 70  £200-£260

906

Banca d’Italia, 50 lire, 7 June 1920, serial number D166
5048, original good fine to about very fine, also a small
group of world notes (8), of no significant value, mixed
grades (9 notes)
TBB B407c, Pick 43c, Crapanzano 73  £200-£260

907

Banca d’Italia, 10000 Lire (11), 1976, 1978, 1980, 1982 (2),
1984 (6), 50000 Lire (4), 1986, 1990, 1992, 1996, generally
uncirculated, a few used examples (23 notes)
TBB B457, B462, B463, B467, Pick 106a,b,c 112a,b,c,d,
113a, b,116b,c  £100-£150

908
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Allied Military Currency, Italy, replacement 1 Lira, 1943,
serial number *00127116A, previously mounted, in PMG
holder 55, about uncirculated, rare, particularly in this grade
TBB B601b*, Pick M10b*  £100-£150

909x

Allied Military Currency, Italy, replacement 5 Lire, 1943,
serial number *00179940A, in PCGS holder 50, about
uncirculated, rare
TBB B603b*, Pick M12b*  £160-£220

910x

Allied Military Currency, Italy, replacement 10 Lire, 1943,
serial number *00204717A, in PMG holder 55, about
uncirculated, rare
TBB B604a*, Pick M13a*  £160-£220

911x

Allied Military Currency, Italy, 1000 Lire, 1943A, serial
number A68531022A and 100 Lire, 1943, serial number
A10384331A, first about uncirculated, second in PMG
holder 65 EPQ, gem uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B614a, B606b, Pick M23, M15b  £100-£150

912x

Jamaica

Government of Jamaica, 5 Shillings, 27 May 1957, serial
number 84D91058, central fold, good extremely fine to
about uncirculated
TBB B106k, Pick 37b  £120-£160

913

Government of Jamaica, 10/-, 17 March 1960, serial number
60D26440, central fold reaching only half way down the
note, a fresh and original abut uncirculated
TBB B108f, Pick 39  £150-£200

914

Japan

Allied Military Currency, Japan, 10 Yen, series A, ND
(1946), serial number A00115043A, 20 Yen, series A, ND
(1946), serial number A02098155A, and 100 Yen, series A,
ND (1946), serial number A03980193A, first two in PMG
holders 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated and 25, very fine, last
original extremely fine (3 notes)
TBB B505a, B506a, B507a, Pick 70, 72, 74  £200-£260

915x
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Jordan

Central Bank of Jordan, 10 Dinars, 1959 (1965), serial
number AA750186, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated and amongst the finest known examples
TBB B204a, Pick 12a  £240-£300

916x

Central Bank of Jordan, specimen 5 Dinars, ND (1975), zero
serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated
TBB B211s, Pick 19as  £300-£400

917

Kenya

Central Bank of Kenya, an obverse and reverse die proof for
the 5 Shillings of 1974, orange print, obverse Kenyatta at left,
reverse women picking coffee berries, archival annotations
and date ‘24.9.74’, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B111p, Pick 11p  £180-£220

918

Central Bank of Kenya, obverse and reverse die proof for
100 Shillings, 1974, purple print, obverse Kenyatta at left,
reverse international Conference Centre in Nairobi, archival
annotations and date ‘29.9.1974’, superb embossing,
uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B114p, Pick 14p  £220-£260

919

Kenya, P.O.W. Camp No. 5, Thika, 5 Cents, 1941, Thika
was used for temporary housing of Italian prisoners of war,
the usual staple holes at left, extremely fine and one of only
a handful examples extant
Campbell 5464  £300-£400

920x

Kenya, P.O.W. Camp No. 5, Thika, 10 Cents, 1941, Thika
was used for temporary housing of Italian prisoners of war,
the usual staple holes at left, extremely fine and one of only
very few extant examples
Campbell 5465  £300-£400

921x
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Kenya, P.O.W. Camp No. 5, Thika, 25 Cents, 1941, Thika
was used for temporary housing of Italian prisoners of war,
the usual staple holes at left, extremely fine and very rare
Campbell 5466  £300-£400

922x

Kenya, P.O.W. Camp No. 5, Thika, 50 Cents, 1941, Thika
was used for temporary housing of Italian prisoners of war,
the normal staple holes at left, extremely fine and extremely
rare
Campbell 5467  £300-£400

923x

Kuwait

Kuwait Currency Board, 10 Dinars, ND (1961), serial
number A/2 352492, and 1/2 Dinar, ND (1961), serial
number A/4 708191, in PMG holders 64 and 64 EPQ,
choice uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B105a, B102a, Pick 5, 2  £400-£500

924x

Central Bank of Kuwait, 1/4, 1/2, 1 and 5 Dinars, 1968,
prefixes B/25, B/14, B/5 and B/8, all in PMG holders 66 EPQ,
gem uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B201b, B202b, B203a, B204a, Pick 6b, 7b, 8a, 9a

£260-£320

925x

Central Bank of Kuwait, 20 Dinars, ND (1968), serial
number FE/1 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint in Arabic, one
light bend, about uncirculated to uncirculated
TBB B228as, Pick 28  £220-£280

926

Laos

National Bank of Laos, colour trial 1 Kip, ND (1963), serial
number 000000, blue on pink, cancellation holes in
signature field, red SPECIMEN overprint, paper along left margin
otherwise uncirculated
TBB B208s, Pick 8s  £220-£280

927x

Latvia

Latvijas Bankas, 25 Latu, 1938, serial number A678,921,
100 Latu, 1939, serial number A066218, first uncirculated,
second pressed very fine (2 notes)
TBB B209, 210, Pick 21, 22  £100-£150

928x
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Lebanon

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Lebanon, specimen 25
Livres, 1925, serial number 0.0-000, Forges and Laferriere
signature, tympanum from the entrance to the Palace of El
Adm, reverse blue and multicoloured, houses on a hillside at
centre, ornate floral design at left and right, GRAND-LIBAN in red
top centre, perforated SPECIMEN, single pin hole in left margin,
in PMG holder 58, about uncirculated, extremely rare and
attractive.
TBB B107s, Pick 6s  £10,000-£14,000

929

An Exceptional Specimen of the Rare 25 Livres of 1925
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Banque de Syria et du Liban, 1 Livre, 1 September 1939,
serial number J/CR 096846, 100 Livres, 1963, serial number
Z31 288760, and Republique Libanaise, 25 Piastres, 1950,
good very fine (3 notes)
TBB B210b, B229c, B309b, Pick 26b, 60, 42  £150-£200

930

Banque de Syrie et du Liban, Lebanon, 1 Livre, 1961, serial
number N22 08773 and 5 Livres, 1961, serial number F20
15212, in PMG holders 66 EPQ and 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, the 5 Livre scarce in this grade (2 notes)
TBB B224g, B225f, Pick 55b, 56b  £260-£320

x 931

Republique Libanaise, colour trial 25 Piastres, 1948, no
serial number, small red SPECIMEN overprint and single
cancellation hole, mounting traces, but about uncirculated
and very rare
TBB B309t, Pick 42ct  £400-£500

x 932

Republique Libanaise, 25 Piastres, 1948, serial number
J658136, in PMG holder 50 EPQ, about uncirculated
TBB B309, Pick 42  £40-£50

x 933
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Syria

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, specimen 100
Livres, 1930, zero serial number, red and multicoloured,
ornate background detail, reverse pink and yellow and blue,
incense burner low left and right, view of a Mosque top
centre, SYRIE in blue top centre, black SPECIMEN overprints,
about uncirculated to uncirculated, very rare
TBB B210s, Pick 33s  £5,000-£6,000

934

A Handsome Specimen 100 Livres of 1930
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Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 100 Livres, 1939,
serial number 399624, single diagonal green overprint, very
good, scarce
TBB B218a, Pick 39Fa  £200-£260

935

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livres, 1
September 1938, serial number J/C 036526, in PMG holder
number 35, choice very fine
TBB B301, Pick 40a  £150-£200

936x

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livres, 1
September 1939, serial number J/GE 012773, blue diamond
shaped overprint, a fresh and original about uncirculated
TBB B301f, Pick 40f  £100-£150

937

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 5 Livres, 1
September 1939, serial number K/W 091131, two diagonal
red lines overprint, original good very fine
TBB B302c, Pick 41c  £100-£150

938

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 5 Livres, 1
September 1939, serial numbers K/BA 050893 and K/BU
025833, fine (2 notes)
TBB B302d, B302e, Pick 41d, 41e  £100-£150

939

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 10 Livres (2), 1
September 1939, serial numbers L/E 051904 and L/F
065393, good fine (2 notes)
TBB B303b, Pick 42b  £100-£150

940

Banque de Syrie et du Grand-Liban, Syria, 1 Livres, 1949,
serial number L.352 362, about uncirculated
TBB B309, Pick 63  £100-£150

941

Central Bank of Syria, obverse die proof, 1979, brown print,
factory worker with machinery at left, archival annotations
and date ‘14/3/79’ at left, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B605p, Pick 86  £180-£220

942
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Central Bank of Syria, £25, 1973, serial number 764249,
and £500, 1982, serial number 957541, uncirculated (2
notes)
TBB B612c, B611d, Pick 96c, 105c  £100-£150

943

Central Bank of Syria, obverse and reverse die proof for £50
of 1966, obverse (2), first; black print, ornate border, bank
title at top centre, second: green print, farmer on combine
harvester, reverse brown print, entrance to the National
Museum in Damascus, all with archival annotations and
date, superb engraving, uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B613p, Pick 97p  £260-£300

944

Central Bank of Syria, specimen £1 and £10, 1978, both
zero serial number, red CANCELLED overprints and two
cancellation holes, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B615as, B617as, Pick 99s, 101s  £100-£150

945

Liberia

National Bank of Liberia, proof for $10, ND, zero serial
number, brown and green, an unissued design, printed by
United States Banknote Company, perforated CANCELLED,
archival annotation on reverse lower margin, uncirculated,
unknown colour variation, rare
TBB and Pick not listed  £200-£260

946

National Bank of Liberia, proof for $10, ND, zero serial
number, brown and orange, an unissued design, printed by
United States Banknote Company, perforated CANCELLED,
archival annotation on reverse lower margin, uncirculated,
unknown colour variation, rare
TBB and Pick not listed  £200-£260

947

National Bank of Liberia, proof for $10, ND, zero serial
number, olive green and red, an unissued design, printed by
United States Banknote Company, perforated CANCELLED,
archival annotation on reverse lower margin, uncirculated,
unknown colour variation, rare
TBB and Pick not listed  £200-£260

948

Libya

Military Authority in Tripolitania, a group from the 1943, 1
lire, 2 lire (2), 5 lire (2), 10 lire (3), 100 lire, one example of
the 2 lire in PCGS holder number 53 about uncirculated, 5
lire extremely fine, remainder generally very fine to extremely
fine (9 notes)
TBB B001-6a, Pick M1-6  £120-£160

949
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Military Authority in Tripolitania, a group from the 1943
Issue, 5 lire (2), 10 Lire (4), 50 Lire, 100 lire (2), one example
of the 10, 50 and 100 lire, about uncirculated, scarce in this
grade, the remainder fine to very fine (8 notes)
TBB B003-6a, Pick M3-6  £200-£260

950

Military Authority in Tripolitania, 500 Lire, ND (1943),
serial number 01T 634147, pressed fine, scarce
TBB B007a, Pick M7  £500-£700

951

Kingdom of Libya, 5 Piastres, 1952, serial number K/4
117722, in ICG holder number 45, extremely fine
TBB B101, Pick 12  £50-£80

952x

Kingdom of Libya, £1/4, 1952, serial number F/1 853954,
and United Kingdom of Libya, 5 Piastres (3), and £1/4, 1951
(1955), fine to very fine (5 notes)
TBB B103a, B201a, B203a, Pick 14, 5, 7  £80-£120

953

Kingdom of Libya, £1/2, 1952, serial number D/1 250138,
in ICG holder number 35+, good very fine
TBB B104a, Pick 15  £300-£400

954x

United Kingdom of Libya, 5 and 10 Piastres, 24 October
1951, serial numbers L/9 911606 and K/16 700964, first
with minor handling, thus about uncirculated to
uncirculated, second uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B201, B202, Pick 5, 6  £80-£120

955x

United Kingdom of Libya, specimen 10 Piastres, 24 October
1951, serial number K/10 000000, perforated SPECIMEN, and
with number 33, red Arabic overprint, small and unobtrusive
stain in lower margin, about uncirculated and scarce
TBB B202s, Pick 6s  £100-£150

956x

United Kingdom of Libya, £1/4, 1951, serial number G/1
106213, in ICG holder number 30, very fine
TBB B203, Pick 7  £300-£400

957x
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United Kingdom of Libya, £1/2, 1951, serial number D/4
135036, purple, coat of arm at left, heavily pressed, fine,
presentable enough condition, an extremely rare note in any
condition
TBB B204, Pick 8  £2,600-£3,000

958

Bank of Libya, £1/2, 1963, serial number 4 D/7 639097, in
ICG holder number 45, extremely fine
TBB B402a, Pick 24a  £160-£200

x 959

Bank of Libya, a partial set from the 1963 First Issue, £1/2,
£1, £5 and £10, original very fine (4 notes)
TBB B402-405, Pick 24-27  £340-£400

960
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Bank of Libya, £1, 1963, serial number 4 C/21 171036, in
ICG holder number 35+, very fine
TBB B403a, Pick 25a  £200-£260

961x

Bank of Libya, £1, 1963, serial number 4 C/20 801053, in
PMG holder 64, choice uncirculated, with original paper,
but a few spots of foxing, scarce in this grade
TBB B403a, Pick 25a  £300-£400

962x

Bank of Libya, £10, 1963, serial number 4 A/13 159512, an
attractive very fine example
TBB B405a, Pick 27  £100-£150

963

Bank of Libya, specimen £1/2, 1963, serial number 5 D/15
000000, perforated with the number 429, uncirculated,
scarce
TBB B407as, Pick 29s  £200-£260

964x

Bank of Libya, £1 and £5 (2), 1963, and Central Bank of
Libya, £5 (4) and £10 (2), one without inscription, first three
and £10 without inscription very fine, others extremely fine
or better (9 notes)
TBB B408a, B409a, B504b, B505a, B505b, Pick 30, 31, 36b,
37a, 37b  £200-£260

965

Bank of Libya, specimen £5, 1963, serial number 5 B/13
000000, red specimen overprints, perforated with the
number 401, minor stains, thus about uncirculated and
scarce
TBB B409as1, Pick 31s  £300-£400

966

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 1 Dinar, ND (2002), zero
serial numbers, red Arabic specimen overprint, perforated
with number 016, uncirculated
TBB B528as, Pick 64s  £80-£120

967x

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 1 and 5 Dinars, ND (2004),
zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints, uncirculated,
scarce (2 notes)
TBB B531as, B532as, Pick 68s, 69s  £200-£260

968
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Central Bank of Libya, specimen 5 and 10 Dinars, ND
(2008), zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints,
uncirculated, scarce (2 notes)
TBB B532bs. B553bs, Pick 69s, 70s  £200-£260

969

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 1, 5 and 10 Dinars, ND (3
March 2009), zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints,
uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB BB355as-537as, Pick 71-73s  £300-£400

970

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 50 DInars, ND (25
September 2009), zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint,
uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B539as, Pick 75s  £200-£260

971

Central Bank of Libya, specimen 10 Dinars (2), 17 February
2011, serial numbers 1 /0 000000, first with SPECIMEN

overprint, second with no overprint at all, uncirculated and
extremely scarce without specimen overprint (2 notes)
TBB B542as, Pick 78As  £240-£300

972
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Lithuania

Lietuvos Bankas, obverse and reverse black and white die
proofs for 500 Litu, 1924, on large format paper with ink
annotations in lower margins, with superb clarity of
engraving, about uncirculated and exceptionally rare, if not
unique (2 proofs)
TBB B123p, Pick 21p for type  £1,200-£1,600

x 973

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 100 Litu, 1991, serial number
AA0000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B161as, Pick 50s  £300-£400

974
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Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 500 Litu, 1991, serial number
AA0000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B162as, Pick 51s  £300-£400

975

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 1000 Litu, 1991, serial number
AA0000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B163as, Pick 52s  £300-£400

976

Lietuvos Bankas, proofs for the engraved elements of the 10
Litu of 1993 printed on both transparent acetate and a
similar but white-coloured plastic sheet, two featuring
aviators Steponas Darius and Stasys Girenas and two feturing
their plane on its flight across the Atlantic, also an issued
example of the 10 Litu and an additional 50 Litu of the same
year, extremely fine work, about uncirculated and likely
unique in this form, the two issued notes extremely fine (6
items)
TBB B167p, Pick 56p for type  £300-£400

977

Lietuvos Bankas, obverse die proof for 10 Litu, 1993, on
large format paper and loosely attached to a presentation
wallet, uncirculated and rare
TBB B167p, Pick 56p  £300-£400

978

Lietuvos Bankas, stage proofs for 20 Litu (2), 1993, without
signatures or serial number, underprint only on obverse,
reverse fully printed, not actually identical to the 1993 issue
as the position and colour of certain elements are slightly
different, both extremely fine and scarce (2 notes)
TBB B168 for similar, Pick 57 for similar  £200-£260

979

Lietuvos Bankas, stage proofs for 20 Litu (2), 1993, without
signatures or serial number, underprint only on obverse,
reverse fully printed, not actually identical to the 1993 issue
as the position and colour of certain elements are slightly
different, both extremely fine and scarce (2 notes)
TBB B168 for similar, Pick 57 for similar  £200-£260

980
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Lietuvos Bankas, large format original artwork featuring
aviators Steponas Darius and Stasys Girenas, as used on the
10 Litu notes of 1997, entirely hand produced in black ink
on translucent ‘paper’, with a white paper backing (not
attached), and signed ‘M.Wilson 97’ at low right, entirely as
produced, completely unique and an absolutely superb and
very striking piece for the advanced collector, dimensions
415mm x 325mm.
TBB B170, Pick 59 for type  £600-£800

981

Lietuvos Bankas, obverse die proof 10 Litu, 1997, no serial
number, entirely printed in blue ink on white paper, the
issued note has both brown and green elements in the top
print, neither of which are featured here, uncirculated, very
attractive and extremely rare
TBB B170p, Pick 59p  £400-£500

982

Lietuvos Bankas, obverse die proof 10 Litu, 1997, no serial
number, blue, green and brown ink on cream paper,
uncirculated, very attractive and extremely rare
TBB B170p, Pick 59p  £400-£500

983
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Lietuvos Bankas, partial proof for 10 Litu on watermarked
paper, ND (1997), no signatures or serial numbers, with
complete reverse printing and partial obverse printing,
colour bars and pencil annotation at low centre, four punch-
holes (used for plate positioning in this case, due to multiple
test print layers), about uncirculated
TBB B170p, Pick 59p  £400-£500

984

Lietuvos Bankas, specimen 10 Litu, 1997, serial number
AAA0000000, perforated SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE, uncirculated
and very rare
TBB B170s, Pick 59s  £400-£500

985
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Luxembourg

Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, obverse and reverse black
and white die proofs for 50 Francs, ND (1966), obverse
Grand Duke Jean at left, reverse steel rolling mill, archival
ink annotations, about uncirculated to uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B340p, Pick 55p  £300-£400

986

Madagascar

Banque de Madagascar, 100 Franc, ND (1926), serial
number L.217 155, horizontal red BANQUE DE
MADAGASCAR overprint, multiple pinholes, toned, tears,
very good, scarce
TBB B201a, Pick 34  £120-£180

987

Malaya & British Borneo

Board of Commissioners of Currency Malaya and British
Borneo, $50, 21 March 1953, serial number A/6 284765,
pressed, but still a presentable extremely fine
TBB B104a, Pick 4  £260-£320

988
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Malaya and British
Borneo, colour trial $50, ND (1953), brown and purple on
multicolour underprint, no serial number, red specimen
overprint, two cancellation holes, completely original but
with minor evidence of mounting along left margin, in PMG
holder number 64, choice uncirculated, this is the highest
grade listed on ‘Track and Price’, a superb example of an
extremely rare note
TBB B104t, Pick 4ct  £10,000-£15,000

x 989

A Colour Trial $50 in Exceptional Grade
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Malaysia

Bank Negara Malaysia, fully printed proof for 10 Ringgit, ND
(1976), no serial number, but signature present, Bradbury
printing, a superb original uncirculated example, very rare
TBB B115p, Pick 15p  £2,200-£2,800

x 990

Bank Negara Malaysia, fully printed proof on watermarked
paper for 1000 Ringgit, ND (1976), no signatures or serial
numbers, uncirculated and extremely rare, a lovely clean
note without overprints, cancellation holes or annotations,
thus rare
TBB B118p, Pick 18p  £8,000-£12,000

x 991
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Malta

Government of Malta, £1, ND (1940), serial number A/17
572258, uncirculated
TBB B119c, Pick 20c  £100-£140

992

Central Bank of Malta, 10 Shillings, 1967 (1969), serial
number A/1 002230, original uncirculated
TBB B201a, Pick 28  £120-£160

993

Central Bank of Malta, £1, 1967 (1969), serial number A/1
000248, a superb original uncirculated and a nice low
number
TBB B202a, Pick 29  £120-£160

994

Central Bank of Malta, £5, 1967 (1969), serial number A/12
599215, uncirculated
TBB B203a, Pick 30  £150-£200

995

Mauritania

Banque Centrale de Mauritanie, specimen 100, 500 and
1000 Ouguiya, 1973, serial numbers O000 00000, red
SPECIMEN overprints and specimen numbers, uncirculated (3
notes)
TBB B101as, Pick 1s  £100-£150

996x

Banque Centrale de Mauritanie, a sizeable group of notes
dating from 1984-2014, including 100 Ouguiya (5), 1992
-2001, 200 Ouguiya (9), 1985-2002, 500 Ouguiya (3), 1985
-1995 and 1000 Ouguiya (2), 1992-2002, also a group of
later issues (19), with no duplication in date or serial number
for any denominations, uncirculated (38 notes)
TBB B104-107, 112-124, Pick 4-20  £300-£400

997x

Mauritius

Government of Mauritius, 5 Rupees, ND (1934), serial
number A702278, Evans-Tester signatures, pressed about
very fine
TBB B312a, Pick 20  £180-£220

998

Government of Mauritius, colour trial 25 Rupees, ND
(1954), no serial number, brown print, two cancellations
holes, red SPECIMEN overprint, glue stain along top margin,
about uncirculated, scarce
TBB B326t, Pick 29ct

999
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Government of Mauritius, a set from the 1987 Issue, 5
Rupees prefix A/52, 10 Rupees prefix A/44, 25 Rupees prefix
A/9, 50 Rupees prefix A/9, the 5, 10 and 20 very fine, 50
original extremely fine
TBB B401-4, Pick 30-3  £150-£200

1000x

Mongolia

Commercial and Industrial Bank, Mongolia, 1 Tugruk, 1925,
serial number AI 859471, in PCGS holder 40 PPQ,
extremely fine and scarce with such lovely original paper
TBB B201a, Pick 7  £440-£600

1001

Morocco

Banque d’Etat Du Maroc, 1000 Francs, 1 August 1943, serial
number M.135 051, a fresh original very fine
TBB B222b, Pick 28a  £100-£150

1002x

Banque d’Etat Du Maroc, 100 Francs, 22 December 1952,
serial number K.56 55601, in PMG holder number 64 EPQ,
choice uncirculated
TBB B228a, Pick 45  £120-£160

1003x

Banque d’Etat Du Maroc, specimen 500 Francs, 18 July
1949, serial number F.1 96067, black SPECIMEN handstamp,
several pinholes, about uncirculated and scarce
TBB B229as2, Pick 46s  £300-£400

1004x

Banque d’Etat Du Maroc, 100 Dirhams on 10,000 Francs,
28 April 1955, serial number N.1016 746, an attractive and
clean good very fine
TBB B238a, Pick 52  £80-£120

1005x
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Banque du Maroc, 10 Dirhams, 1969, serial number F.60
83032, in PMG holder 68 EPQ, superb gem uncirculated,
scarce in this high grade
TBB B402e, Pick 54e  £200-£260

x 1006

Mozambique

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, 5 Mil Reis, 1
March 1909, serial number 162498, ship seal type I, fresh
and original paper, heavy central fold including small hole at
centre and small split at lower centre, but an presentable
very good to fine, and an extremely rare first signature
combination of this elusive issue (serial numbers start at
150001 and end at 170000) - almost impossible to obtain in
higher grades
Pick 36  £400-£500

1007
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Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, 20 Centavos,
seal type II, 10 Centavos (14), 20 Centavos (4), 50 Centavos,
seal type III, all dated 5 November 1914, 5 Escudos, 1
September 1941, 1 Escudo, 23 May 1944, 1000 Escudos,
1972, the one and five escudos original about extremely
fine, the remainder very good to very fine (23 notes)
Pick 54, 56-58, 83, 92  £120-£180

1008

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, 1 Escudo (2), 1
January 1921, also East Caribbean Currency
Authority/Central Bank, a group comprising $1 (2), $5, 1965
-83 issue, $5, $10 and $20, 1993 issue, first two original
very fine, others mixed (8 notes)
Pick 66a (Mozambique)  £80-£120

1009

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Mozambique, printers
archival specimen 500 Escudos, 27 March 1941, serial
number range 08001-12000, CANCELLED perforation, in PMG
holder 64, choice uncirculated
Pick 78s  £300-£400

1010

Nepal

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1 Rupee, ND (1968), no serial
number, black SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals, one
cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B205as, Pick 12s  £80-£120

1011x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1 Rupee, ND (1971), no serial
number, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals, one
cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B209as2, Pick 16s  £100-£150

1012x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 100 Rupees, ND (1971), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B212as2, Pick 19s  £100-£150

1013x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 500 Rupees, ND (1971), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, mounting remnants at right,
otherwise about uncirculated and rare
TBB B213as2, Pick 20s  £200-£260

1014x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1000 Rupees, ND (1969), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B214as2, Pick 21s  £200-£260

1015x
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Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 Rupees,
ND (1974), all with zero serial numbers, all with red SPECIMEN

overprints and De La Rue ovals, one cancellation hole,
uncirculated and very scarce (5 notes)
TBB B215as2, B216as2, B218as2-B220as2, Pick 22s-26s

£300-£400

1016x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 500 Rupees, ND (1974), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B221as2, Pick 27s  £200-£260

1017x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1000 Rupees, ND (1974), no
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B222as2, Pick 28s  £200-£260

1018x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 20 Rupees, ND (1982), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprint and large cancellation
hole, uncirculated
TBB B229as1, Pick 32s  £200-£260

1019x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 100 Rupees, ND (1981), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce (3 notes)
TBB B232as2-B234as2, Pick 34as-36as  £300-£400

1020x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 1000 Rupees, ND (1982), zero
serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De La Rue ovals,
one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B234as2, Pick 36as  £100-£150

1021x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 2, 500 and 1000 Rupees, ND
(1985-6), zero serial numbers, red SPECIMEN overprints and De
La Rue ovals, one cancellation hole, uncirculated and very
scarce (3 notes)
TBB B235bs2, B237s, B238s, Pick 29bs, 35bs, 36bs

£300-£400

1022x

Nepal Rastra Bank, specimen 20 Rupees, ND (1992), zero
serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, Printers: Harrison &
Son, uncirculated
TBB B239bs, Pick 38as  £80-£120

1023
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Netherlands

De Nederlandsche Bank, 300 Gulden, 19 February 1927,
serial number AD025198, fresh and original paper, about
fine and very rare in any grade
Pick 41  £700-£900

1024

De Nederlandsche Bank, 10 Gulden, 7 May 1945, serial
number 2AV772279, Holstijn-Trip signatures, in WBG
holder number 30, very fine
Pick 75a  £120-£180

x 1025
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Netherlands Indies

Japanese Occupation, Netherlands Indies, 10 Gulden, ND
(1942), serial number SA021208, in PMG holder 58 EPQ,
choice about uncirculated
Pick 125a  £80-£120

x 1026

Netherlands New Guinea

Nederlands Nieuw-Guinea, 1 Gulden, 8 December 1954,
serial number BD 035088, superb original paper, one
paperclip mark in upper margin, but a lovely uncirculted
example, scarce in this grade
TBB B201a, Pick 11  £600-£800

1027
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New Zealand

Bank of New Zealand, printers archival specimen £5, 1
October 1918, serial number range 360001-400000,
perforated CANCELLED, ink annotations in margin, in PMG
holder 64, choice uncirculated, striking and rare
Pick S227s  £2,400-£3,000

1028

A Pair of Lovely New Zealand Archival Specimens

Bank of New Zealand, printers archival specimen £10, ND
(1919-23), serial number range 000001-020000, with
perforated counterfoil at left, ink annotation in margin, in
PMG holder 64 NET, choice uncirculated, previously
mounted, rare and very attractive
Pick S230s  £2,600-£3,200

1029
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Reserve Bank of New Zealand, £1, ND (1940-55), serial
number C/48 447490, T.Patteson Hanna signature, £5, serial
number 11L 084438, R N Fleming signature, both in PCGS
holders, numbers 58PPQ, 55PPQ, choice about uncirculated
(2 notes)
TBB B106, 107, Pick 159, 160d  £180-£220

x 1030

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, specimen £50, ND (1960),
serial number 1U 000000, red print, one cancellation hole,
black specimen overprint, glue and mounting traces along
left margin, extremely fine and scarce, an attractive design
TBB B109ds, Pick 162b  £1,500-£2,000

x 1031

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $10, ND (1971), serial
number 21S 799723, 1989, serial number ANS 969524 (last
prefix), $2 (3), 1989, all prefix EPN (last prefix), all about
uncirculated to uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B113d, 116, 117, Pick 166, 169, 170  £100-£150

x 1032
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Reserve Bank of New Zealand, $1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50
and $100, ND (1981), all first prefix, serial number 000146,
uncirculated, a very attractive low number set (7)
TBB B116a-B122a, Pick 169a-175a  £700-£900

1033

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, specimen $10, ND (1981),
serial number NHG 000000, H R Hardie signature, in PCGS
holder number 63 PPQ, choice uncirculated
TBB B119s, Pick 172as  £260-£300

1034x

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, specimen $50, 1992, serial
number AA000000, purple, Sir Apirana Ngata portrait,
specimen number 121, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated
TBB B127as, Pick 180s  £400-£460

1035x

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, specimen $100, 1992, serial
number AA000000, Lord Rutherford of Nelson, specimen
number 121, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated, a scarce
modern specimen
TBB B128as, Pick 181s  £440-£500

1036x

Nicaragua

Banco Central de Nicaragua, a specimen set from the 1991
Issue, 1, 5, 10 and 25 centavos, red SIN VALOR COMERCIAL

overprint, the 1 centavos has paperclip indentation thus
about uncirculated, the remainder uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B461-4as, Pick 167-170s  £80-£120

1037

Nigeria

Central Bank of Nigeria, a archival specimen set from the 15
September 1958 Issue, comprising 5 Shillings, 10 Shillings,
£1, £5, perforated SPECIMEN, all with archival annotations and
date in margin, the £1 and £5 extremely fine, the remainder
uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B201-4s, Pick 2s-5s  £900-£1,200

1038

Central Bank of Nigeria, specimen 500 Naira, 2005, no
serial numbers, green CANCELLED & OF NO VALUE OVERPRINT, some
features are in green instead of gold including the geometric
pattern at left and right and the trapezium low left, the
denomination is missing from low right corner, pencil
annotations top right, uncirculated and interesting
TBB B228d, Pick 30 for type  £150-£200

1039
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Norway

Norway, Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani, 5 Kroner
1978, 10 Kroner 1976 (Pick -), Russia, Spitsbergen, State
Mining Co., 1, 2, 3, and 5 Kopeks, and 1 Ruble, all 1978,
uncirculated (7 notes)
Pick unlisted  £80-£120

1040

Norges Bank, 1000 Kroner, 1978, serial number A5400156,
in PMG holder 58 EPQ, choice about uncirculated
TBB B640b, Pick 40b  £500-£700

1041x

Oman

Central Bank of Oman, obverse and reverse archival
photograph showing a proposed design for 20 Rials of 1977,
serial number A/1 123456, the design is very similar to the
issued 20 rials with few minor changes, obverse: the coat of
arms is low centre, reserve: the central bank headquarters
with title in English and Arabic, archival annotations and
date below each photograph, about uncirculated, interesting
and unique
TBB B208a, Pick 19a  £1,200-£1,800

1042

Central Bank of Oman, 10 Rials (2), 1993, consecutive serial
numbers B/6 894309-310, in PMG holders 64EPQ and
65EPQ, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B216b, Pick 28b  £50-£180

1043x

Pakistan

Reserve Bank of India, Government of Pakistan, 10 rupees,
ND (1948), serial number H/92 416383, in ICG holder 45*,
extremely fine, small stains and usual staple holes
TBB B104a, Pick 3  £180-£240

1044

Government of Pakistan, 5 Rupees, ND (1949), serial
number AV 137367, in PMG holder number 35, very fine
TBB B106, Pick 5  £150-£200

1045x

Government of Pakistan, specimen 1 Rupee, ND (1982),
serial number 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, about
uncirculated and rare as a specimen
TBB B117bs, Pick 26s  £300-£400

1046
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State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 10 rupees, ND (1951),
serial number LA/1 000000, black SPECIMEN overprints and De
La Rue ovals, in ICG holder, 63*, minor mounting traces,
scarce
TBB B203as, Pick 13s  £800-£1,000

1047

State Bank of Pakistan, 100 Rupees, ND (1953), serial
number B650038, Z. Hussain signatures, staple holes as
issued, in WGB holder number 58, choice about
uncirculated
TBB B204, Pick 14b  £120-£180

1048x

State Bank of Pakistan, 50 Rupees, ND (1971), serial number
HJ923331, Durrani signature, spindle hole at left, very fine
and the very rare signature variety for this type
TBB B207d, Pick 17  £150-£200

1049x

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 5 Rupees, ND (1976),
serial number 0000000, perforated SPECIMEN, about
uncirculated to uncirculated, rare
TBB B214as, Pick 28s  £400-£500

1050

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 10 Rupees, ND (1976),
serial number 0000000, overprinted SPECIMEN, small stains in
margins, thus about uncirculated to uncirculated, rare
TBB B215as, Pick 29s  £440-£550

1051

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 50 Rupees, ND (1982),
serial number 0000000, small SPECIMEN perforation,
uncirculated and rare
TBB B220as, Pick 35s  £500-£700

1052

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 50 Rupees, ND (1989),
serial number 000000, overprinted SPECIMEN, uncirculated,
rare
TBB B225es, Pick 40s  £400-£500

1053
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State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 100 Rupees, ND (1999),
serial number 0000000, small SPECIMEN perforation,
uncirculated and rare
TBB B225gs, Pick 41s  £400-£500

1054

State Bank of Pakistan, hand produced obverse and reverse
composite essay on card for 500 Rupees, ND (c.1986), serial
number FHN0000000, bearing considerable similarity to the
1986 issue, and including hand drawn representation of the
watermark on both sides, unique
TBB B227 for similar  £2,000-£2,600

1055

An Unusual State Bank of Pakistan Essay of around 1986
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State Bank of Pakistan, colour trial 1000 Rupees, ND (1988),
serial number A0000000, no signature, none of the
overprints or perforations you might expect, a single slightly
odd horizontal fold, which looks like it might have been in
the paper before the trial was printed, thus about
uncirculated and very rare
TBB B228t, Pick 43ct  £2,000-£2,600

1056

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 10 and 20 Rupees, 2006,
serial numbers 0000000, both with SPECIMEN perforations, first
large, second small, about uncirculated to uncirculated,
scarce (2 notes)
TBB B231as, B232as, Pick 45s, 46s  £360-£440

1057

State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 5 Rupees, 1997, serial
number COM0000000, perforated SPECIMEN, in PMG holder
65 EPQ, gem uncirculated
TBB B299as, Pick 44s  £120-£160

1058
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State Bank of Pakistan, specimen 5 Rupees, 1997, serial
number FRB0000000, an attempt has been made to
perforate the note SPECIMEN, but the punch-holes mostly don’t
gully pierce the paper, this prefix was never used on this
note and to our knowledge no other proofs or specimens
have surfaced which use it, the security strip is also different
to the issued note, previously mounted, with some glue
stains on obverse, about uncirculated, rare and interesting
TBB B299as, Pick 44s for type  £200-£260

1059

Pakistan, a propaganda note denominated 1000, issued for
Eid, with pro Pakistan Government and Jinnah messages on
both sides, fragile patch at low right, overall very fine and
quite rare
unlisted  £120-£160

1060

Pakistan, Bank of Good Luck, a skit note for 10 good wishes,
promising to ‘give you entertainment 16 Annas for a Rupee
on demand at any play date’, dated 1947, and clearly
adapted from an official note and printed locally, also
notable for depicting Jinnah in military uniform, which is
unusual since he was civilian, split and rejoined at centre,
very good and an amusing and rare item £150-£200
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State Bank of Pakistan, Haj Pilgrim Issue, 10 Rupees, ND
(1971), serial number B490659, stain low left, staple hole,
about uncirculated
TBB BR203b, Pick R3  £400-£500

1062

Pakistan, a group of Government and State Bank issues,
dating from the 1950s-1970s, mixed grades, mostly
extremely fine to about uncirculated (28 notes)
TBB B113, B207-B213, Pick 10, 17-23  £240-£300

x 1063

Pakistan, a sizeable group of State Bank and Government
issues, dating from 1975-2005, including most
denominations and types issued during the period, generally
about uncirculated or better (96 notes)
Pick 24-31, 33-44  £150-£200

x 1064

Palestine

Palestine Currency Board, 500 Mils, 20 April 1939, serial
number F571719, fresh and original, well embossed, good
extremely fine and rare in this grade
TBB B101c, Pick 6c  £1,600-£2,000
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Palestine Currency Board, 500 Mils, 20 April 1939, serial
number F129522, fine
TBB B101c, Pick 6c  £200-£260

x 1066

Palestine Currency Board, £1, 30 September 1929, serial
number D024180, in PMG holder 25, very fine
TBB B102b, Pick 7b  £280-£340

x 1067

Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number
P950584, in PMG holder 30, very fine, NET (foreign
substance in upper and left margins)
TBB B102c, Pick 7c  £280-£340

x 1068

Palestine Currency Board, £1, 20 April 1939, serial number
N185996, damage to edges, one hard central fold, some
staining, original very fine
TBB B102c, Pick 7c  £200-£260

1069
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Palestine Currency Board, £5, 1 September 1927, serial
number A129060, black and orange on green and pink
underprint, Crusaders Tower at Ramleh at left, reverse
orange, Tower of David at centre, completely original paper
with a lovely fresh feel, well embossed serial numbers, three
vertical folds and very minor handling, thus extremely fine.
The 1927 date is extremely rare in any grade, and this is
surely one of the finest examples ever to come to market.
Absolutely superb.
TBB B103a, Pick 8a  £26,000-£30,000

1070

A Newly Discovered and Absolutely Superb Palestine £5 of 1927
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Paraguay

National Treasury of Paraguay, 4 Reales, ND (1865), serial
number 67519, in WBG holder number 15, choice fine
Pick 20  £40-£50

1071x

Paraguay, Argentine Occupation, Lezica y Lanus, remainder
50 Centimos, ND (1870), no signatures or serial number, in
PMG holder 64 EPQ, choice uncirculated, scarce
Pick S181r  £50-£70

1072x

Poland

Narodowy Bank Polski, 50 Groszy, and specimens for 1, 2,
5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 Zlotych, all 1944, the 50,
100 and 1000 with serial numbers 123456789000 and large
red WZOR stamps, all others with issued serial numbers, red
cross cancellations and small WZOR stamps, a mix of error
and corrected text on face, all previously mounted but with
very few traces, generally about uncirculated and very
scarce (10 notes)
TBB B801a, B802as, B803as, B804bs-B808bs, B809as,
B810bs, Pick 104, 105s, 106s, 109s, 111s, 113s, 115s, 117s,
118s, 120s  £500-£700

1073

Narodowy Bank Polski, a complete specimen set of the 1946
issue, comprising 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 and 1000
Zlotych, first four with no serial numbers (as normal), others
with serial numbers 1234567-8900000, all iwht red cross
cancellations and SPECIMEN overprints, previously mounted
but with minimal traces, a lovely set of original about
uncirculated to uncirculated specimens (9 notes)
TBB B811as-B819as, Pick 123s-129s, 121s, 122s £500-£700

1074

Narodowy Bank Polski, a specimen set of the 1947 issue
comprising 20, 100, 500 and 1000 Zlotych, 1947, the 500
with serial number 789000, others 1234567, all with red
cross cancellations and SPECIMEN overprints, very minor
mounting traces but overall about uncirculated to
uncirculated and very scarce (4 notes)
TBB B820as-823as, Pick 130s-133s  £300-£400

1075

Narodowy Bank Polski, a complete specimen set of the 1948
issue, comprsing 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 500 Zlotych, the
500 with issued serial numbers, others with serial numbers
1234567-8900000, extremely minor mounting traces, thus
about uncirculated to uncirculated, very scarce (7 notes)
TBB B824as, B825as, B826bs, B827bs, B828cs, B829bs,
B830bs2, Pick 134s-140s  £300-£400

1076
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Lodz Ghetto, Poland, 50 Pfennig, 1 and 20 Mark, 15 May
1940, serial numbers 885505, A352184 and 222781, in
PMG holders 64 EPQ, 66 EPQ and 64, uncirculated, scarce
(3 notes)
Campbell 4200, 4201, 4205  £200-£260

x 1077

Portugal

Banco Commercial do Porto, proof 50000 Reis, ND (1859),
no signatures or serial numbers, very large format with
counterfoil still attached, in PMG holder 62 NET, tear in top
margin, very rare
Pick S166  £400-£500

1078
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Banco de Portugal, a sheet of proofs for 5 Escudos (10), issue
of 1920, no signatures or serial numbers, each with a SPECIMEN

perforation, with Banco de Portugal handstamp and date
19/10/1915, and the annotation “approved Lisbon, 19th
October 1915” with the signature of the administrator in
charge at the time, folded along the gaps between notes, but
no folds over the design, but also with two small splits along
central fold, thus each note generally good extremely fine or
better, a unique sheet and interesting because the note was
actually not issued for another five years! (10 notes)
Pick 120 for type  £1,600-£2,000

1079
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Banco de Portugal, 100 Escudos, 15 August 1927, serial
number 1GH 18642, portrait of Diogo do Couto at left,
superbly embossed serial numbers, fresh and original paper,
a spectacular good extremely fine example of a very rare
note. We can only imagine this to be amongst the finest
notes extant for this type
Pick 124  £3,000-£4,000

1080

A Rare and Beautiful 100 Escudos of 1927
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Banco de Portugal, 50 Escudos, 13 January 1925, serial
number 1AL 08211, a superb Waterlow engraving, fresh and
original, single central fold, toned in left margin on reverse,
thus good extremely fine to about uncirculated and rare in
this grade
Pick 136  £1,000-£1,500

1081

Banco de Portugal, 50 Escudos, 13 January 1925, serial
number 1N 14673, fresh and original, toned, good extremely
fine and rare in this grade
Pick 136  £800-£1,200

1082
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Banco de Portugal, 50 Escudos, 13 January 1925, serial
number 1P 11466, fresh and original, lightly toned, good
extremely fine and rare in this grade
Pick 136  £800-£1,200

1083

Banco de Portugal, 10 Mil Escudos, 1996, serial number
1G1009931, in PMG holder 63 EPQ, choice uncirculated
Pick 191a  £50-£70

x 1084

Banco de Portugal, a group of archival photographs showing
designs for all six different 20 Escudo notes issued between
1929-1971, consisting of more than 35 photos, with mostly
obverses and reverses for each, many backed on card, but
good quality as produced (36 photos)
Pick 143, 153, 163, 167, 173, 176 for types, but several
differences in most cases  £2,000-£2,400

1085
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Banco de Portugal, a group of archival photographs showing
designs for three different 50 Escudo notes issued in 1929,
1938 and 1968, with a mix of obverses and reverses for
each, several backed on card, but good quality as produced
(14 photos)
Pick 144, 149, 174, for types, but several differences in
most cases  £1,000-£1,200

1086

Banco de Portugal, a group of archival photographs showing
designs for four different 100 Escudo notes issued between
1947 and 1978, with a mix of obverses and reverses for
each, many backed on card, but good quality as produced
(17 photos)
Pick 159, 165, 169, 178, for types, but several differences
in most cases  £1,000-£1,200

1087

Banco de Portugal, archival photographs showing designs
for the 500 Escudo note of 1932, including an obverse and
reverse for the design actually issued, one alternative
obverse and two alternative reverses, as produced, three
backed on card, unique and interesting (5 photos)
Pick 147 for type  £800-£1,000

1088

Banco de Portugal, archival photographs showing designs
for the 500 Escudo note of 1944, including some examples
as issued, and some slight alternatives, as produced, four
backed on card, unique and interesting (5 photos)
Pick 158 for type  £500-£700

1089
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Banco Nacional Ultramarino, a specimen set of the 2
January 1959 series, comprising, 30, 60, 100, 300, 600 and
1000 Escudos, all with zero serial numbers, all with red or
black specimen overprints and De La Rue ovals, two
cancellation holes, all original uncirculated, a superb set of
notes (6 notes)
TBB B333s-B338s, Pick 41s-46s  £3,600-£4,000

x 1090

Qatar & Dubai

Qatar & Dubai Currency Board, 1 Riyal , 1966, serial
number 1/8 577532, fresh and original, and free of graffiti,
good very fine
TBB B101a, Pick 1a  £80-£120

1091
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Qatar & Dubai Currency Board, 5 Riyals, 1966, serial
number A/5 243908, in PMG holder 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B102a, Pick 2a  £2,400-£3,000

x 1092

Qatar

Qatar Monetary Agency, 100 Riyals, ND (1980), serial
number B/2 721053, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B111a, Pick 11  £240-£300

x 1093

Rhodesia

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, £1, 14 October 1968, serial
number K/32 848025, in PCGS holder 64 PPQ, very choice
uncirculated, scarce
TBB B105d, Pick 28d  £180-£240
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ERROR: Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $2, 10 April 1979, serial
number K/150 921110, original uncirculated, one of the
rarest replacement notes for ‘modern’ Rhodesia. Pick
inaccurately allocates this note - it is actually part of the later
series, Pick 39a, and was printed with the incorrect
watermark. Several prefixes were printed before being
replaced by the correct notes.
TBB B108p, Pick 35d for type  £160-£220

1095

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia, $10, 24 February 1971, serial
number J/38 314990, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B110c, Pick 33b  £80-£120

1096x

Romania

Banca Nationala a Romaniei, uniface die proof for 500 Lei,
31 July 1934, in blue, on large format paper, in PMG holder
66 EPQ, gem uncirculated, very scarce
Pick 36p  £500-£700

1097

Russia

South Russia, Currency Tokens issue, 50, 100 (2), 1000 (5)
and 5000 (2) Roubles, 1919, incluing several colour
variations, generally extremely fine or better (10 notes)
Pick S416a, S417a, S417b, S418a, S418b, S418c, S419c,
S419d  £80-£120

1098x

Transcaucasia, Commissariat, a group comprising 1, 3 (2), 5,
10, 50, 100 and 250 Roubles, 1918, good extremely fine to
about uncirculated (8 notes)
Pick S601-S607a  £80-£120

1099x

Transcaucasia, S.S.R.R. Railroad, exchange tokens for 5000,
10000, 25000, 50000 and 100000 Roubles, 1920, good
extremely fine to about uncirculated (5 notes)
Pick S641-S645  £80-£120

1100x

Transcaucasia, Baku City Management, a group of notes
comprising 1, 3, 5, 10 and 25 Roubles, 1918 first issue, and
5, 15 and 50 (2) Kopeks, and Soviet Administration, 10, 25
and 50 (2) Roubles, 1918, first issue good very fine, S733a
good very fine, others about uncirculated to uncirculated
(13 notes)
Pick S721-728a, S728b, S731-S733a, S733b  £200-£260

1101x

Transcaucasia, Batum Treasury, a group of exchange
currency tokens comprising 1, 3, 5 (2), 10, 25 and 50 (3)
Roubles, 1919, plus unissued examples of 5, 10 and 50
Roubles, issued examples very fine or better, unissued
examples uncirculated (11 notes)
Pick S736-S740, S742, S744, S745  £100-£150

1102x

A Group of Russian Notes, comprising Askhabad, 25, 50 (2),
100 and 250 Rubles, 1919, very good to fine, North
Caucasus, 5, 50 and 100 Rubles, 1918, fine to very fine,
Orenburg, 1 Ruble, 1918, uncirculated, Krasnoyarsk
Territory, 25 Rubles, 1919, good extremely fine, as well as a
selection of stamp currency and other assorted more and
modern notes, mostly uncirculated (57 notes)
PIck S1143-1146, S456-458, S970a, S979, 16-23 £200-£260
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East Siberia, Organisation of Farmers Depots, 1, 3, 5, 10, 40
and 100 Rubles, ND (1919), the 10 has some paper pulls
and foxing, otherwise good extremely fine to uncirculated,
scarce (6 notes)
Pick S1231, S1232, S1233, S1234, S1236, S1237 £300-£400

1104

East Siberia, Government Bank, 500, 1000, 3000 (2), and
5000 Rubles, 1920, with both types of 3000 Rubles, also
Vladivostok, Government Bank, 1000 Rubles, 1920, serial
number 012023, first fine, others very fine (6 notes)
Pick S1259B, S1259Cb, S1259Da, S1259Db, S1259E, S1254

 £180-£240

1105

Saar

Saar Treasury , 2 Mark, 1947, serial number A.03222480, 5
Mark, 1947, serial number A.02532980, Zeus wearing
crown at centre, the 5 Mark has repaired tear at right, fine
and scarce, 2 Mark original very fine, much rarer
denomination (2 notes)
TBB B202a, Pick 4  £150-£200

1106x

St Helena

Government of St. Helena, £5 (3), ND (1979), prefix H/1,
£10, 1985, prefix P/1, sig 3, £10, prefix P/1, £20 prefix A/1,
both 2004, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B303b, 304, 308, 309, Pick 7, 8, 12, 13  £120-£180

1107x

St Thomas & Prince

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, printers archival specimen 20
Escudos, 21 March 1944, serial number range A36,001-
A40,000, perforated SPECIMEN, ink date ‘20.3.44’ and
annotations in top margin, small slice taken from the top
right margin, one hard fold and one light fold, extremely fine
and scarce
Pick 29s  £200-£260

1108

Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 5 Riyals, ND (1961), serial
number 71/288158, pressed very fine
TBB B105a, Pick 6a  £35-£45

1109x

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 5 Riyals, ND (1961), serial
number 5/108357, in PMG holder 58, choice about
uncirculated
TBB B106a, Pick 7a  £420-£480

1110x
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Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 5 Riyals (3), ND (1968),
serial numbers 51/521208-51/521210, original and fresh
paper, uncirculated and the first prefix of the second
signature (3)
TBB B111b, Pick 12b  £300-£400

1111

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 100 Riyals, 1968, serial
number 18/175541, staple holes at left but an original about
extremely fine
TBB B114a, Pick 15a  £100-£150

1112

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100
Riyals, ND (1976), uncirculated (5 notes)
TBB B115a, B116a, B117a, B118c, B119b, Pick 16, 17a-20

£120-£160

x 1113

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, specimen 10 Riyals, 1983,
serial number 100/000000, red SPECIMEN overprint,
uncirculated and very scarce
TBB B122bs, Pick 23s  £1,600-£2,000
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Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, specimen 200 Riyals,
1999, zero serial number, King Abdul Aziz at left, gate in
western wall of Al Mussmack Palace at right, reverse Al
Mussmack Palace in Riyadh, red SPECIMEN overprint, red DE LA

RUE seals, two cancellation holes, uncirculated, a rare
specimen
TBB B127as, Pick 28s  £2,000-£2,600

1115

A Rare Specimen 200 Riyals of 1999

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, a set of notes all with
serial number 68, comprising 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 Riyals,
2009-2012, prefixes 1166, 224, 248, 329 and 629, in PMG
holders 67, 67, 65, 67, 65, all with EPQ designation, gem
uncirculated, a remarkable set from circulation (5 notes)
TBB B130c, B131b, B132b, B133c, B134c, Pick 31-35

£650-£750

x 1116
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Serbia

Banque Nationale Privilegiee du Royaume de Serbie, a
group of notes comprising 10 Dinara, 14 January 1887, 10
Dinara, 2 January 1893 (3), one regular note, one with
cancelled perforation and one with Austrian military stamp,
20 and 100 Dinara, 1905, and a forged 100 Dinara of the
same date, all original, fine to very fine and some very scarce
types (7 notes)
TBB B205a, Pick 9, 10a, M3, 11a, 12c  £300-£400

1117

Banque Nationale Privilegiee du Royaume de Serbie, 5
Dinara (3), 10 November 1916, 28 January 1917 and 16
September 1917, first very fine, others about extremely fine
(3 notes)
TBB B217a, Pick 14a  £100-£150

1118

Seychelles

Government of Seychelles, 10 Rupees, 1 January 1968,
serial number A/1 345305, in PMG holder 64, choice
uncirculated, only lacking EPQ due to tiny rust mark in top
margin
TBB B122a, Pick 15a  £360-£420

1119x

Government of Seychelles, proof 100 Rupees, ND (1968
-75), no serial number or signature, archival ink annotations
and date ‘15-1-69’ in top margin, original good very fine to
about extremely fine, very scarce
TBB B125esp, Pick 18p  £600-£700

1120

Government of Seychelles, 100 Rupees, 1 January 1969,
serial number A/1 018217, slightly damaged along central
fold, very good, scarcer first date
TBB B125a, Pick 18a  £300-£400

1121

Central Bank of Seychelles, specimen set from the 1983
Issue, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Rupees, all with serial number
C000000, Guy Morel signature variety, red SPECIMEN

overprint, single cancellation hole, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B401-3s, Pick 28-31s  £150-£200

1122

Central Bank of Seychelles, a full specimen set from the
1989 Bank Headquarters Issue, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Rupees,
all with serial number A000000, Guy Morel signature
variety, uncirculated, unusual without cancellation holes or
specimen overprint (4 notes)
TBB B405-408s, Pick 32-35s  £100-£150
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Central Bank of Seychelles, a specimen set from the 2016
Issue, 25, 50 100 and 500 Rupees, all with serial number BA
000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, about uncirculated to
uncirculated, an attractive set (4 notes)
TBB B419s-422s, Pick 48-51s  £150-£200

x 1124

Singapore

Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proof for $1, ND (1967), multicolour
guilloche pattern underprint, pink Kaneali orchid at centre,
uniface, in PMG holder number 63 EPQ, choice
uncirculated and very rare
TBB B101p, Pick 1p  £2,000-£2,600

x 1125

An Attractive Group of Singapore Proofs
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proofs for $1, ND (1967), design is as
issued, no serial number or signature, in PMG holder
number 63 EPQ, choice uncirculated and very rare
TBB B101p, Pick 1p  £2,000-£2,600

x 1126
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proofs for $5, ND (1967), multicolour
guilloche pattern underprint, dark yellow Vanda TMA orchid
at centre, uniface, in PMG holder number 55, about
uncirculated, very attractive and rare
TBB B102p, Pick 2p  £2,400-£3,000

x 1127
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proofs for $5, ND (1967), design is as
issued, no serial number or signature, in PMG holder
number 63, choice uncirculated and very rare
TBB B102p, Pick 2p  £2,400-£3,000

x 1128
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proofs for $100, ND (1967), multicolour
guilloche pattern underprint, pink Cattleya orchid at centre,
uniface, in PMG holder number 50 PPQ, about
uncirculated, very attractive and rare
TBB B107p, Pick 7p  £3,400-£4,000

x 1129
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Board of Commissioners of Currency, Singapore, an uncut
pair of progressive proofs for $100, ND (1967), design is as
issued, no serial number or signature, in PMG holder
number 45 PPQ, extremely fine, an attractive and iconic
design, rare
TBB B107p, Pick 7p  £3,400-£4,000

x 1130
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Singapore, hand painted section of an essay for 5 Ringgit,
c.1966, featuring a view of Singapore International Airport.
This section fits perfectly onto the reverse of an essay found
on page 387 of Banknotes of British Malaya 2nd edition, and
was clearly intended as an alternative image for that design,
as it happens, neither of the two images was chosen for the
note actually issued, stuck on a clear plastic sheet, to make it
possible to overlay it onto the full design
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted, see page 387 of Banknotes of
British Malaya for design  £300-£400

1131

Singapore, hand painted section of an essay showing a
portrait of Yousof bin Ishak not actually used on any note,
c.1966, serial number A000000, backed on clear plastic and
clearly intended as an overlay for an essay showing an
alternative design, with the arms of Singapore at low right,
minor glue, see page through to the edges of the obverse,
but lovely condition and an interesting item
TBB unlisted, Pick unlisted, no similar to any items in
Banknotes of British Malaya  £300-£400

1132

Somalia

Banca Nazionale Somala, specimen 20 Scellini, 1966, serial
number B001 000000, red De La Rue ovals, red SPECIMEN

overprint, two cancellation holes, mounting traces, good
extremely fine
TBB B108as, Pick 7s  £100-£150

1133

Somaliland

Baanka Somaliand, 5 Shilling, 1994, serial number
AA000036, 10 Shillings, 1994, serial number AA000027,
100 Shillings, 1994, serial number AA000025, visible
embossing, uncirculated
TBB B101a, B105a, Pick 1, 5  £100-£150

1134

Baanka Somaliand, specimen set from the 1994 Issue, 5, 10,
20, 50, 100 and 500 Shillings, all with red hollow SPECIMEN

overprint, uncirculated (6 notes)
TBB B101-106as, Pick 1-6s  £120-£180

1135

South Africa

Siege of Kimberley, soup ticket for 2 pints at Town Hall
depot, ND (1899-1900), black text on blue card, toned, tear
along hard central fold, very fine, scarce
Ineson 301  £60-£80

1136

Siege of Kimberley, soup ticket for 2 pints at Town Hall
depot, ND (1899-1900), black text on beige card, light
toning, about uncirculated
Ineson 301  £100-£150

1137
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Siege of Kimberley, soup ticket for 3 pints at Town Hall
depot, ND (1899-1900), black print on beige card, light
foxing, uncirculated
Ineson 303  £100-£150

1138

Siege of Kimberley, soup ticket for 4 pints at Town Hall
depot, ND (1899-1900), black print on beige card,
uncirculated, a nice example
Ineson 304  £100-£150

1139

Siege of Kimberley, soup ticket for 6 pints at Town Hall
depot, ND (1899-1900), black test on beige card,
uncirculated
Ineson 306 £120-£160

1140

Siege of Kimberley, Meat supply ticket for one ration, ND
(1899-1900), serial number 539, Ward 2, black text on blue
card, manuscript signature and name at left, manuscript
‘cancelled’ across face of note, some staining, extremely fine
Ineson 321  £150-£200

1141

Siege of Kimberley, Meat supply ticket for four ration, ND
(1899-1900), serial number 116, Ward 4, black text on
yellow card, manuscript signature and name at along left
margin, manuscript ‘cancelled’ across face of note, good
very fine, scarce
Ineson 323  £150-£200

1142

Standard Bank of British South Africa Limited, 10 Shillings,
1 March 1920, serial number A 1/2 211594, in PCGS holder
6, good, ex. Ruth Hill collection and one of only a tiny
handful of issued notes known to exist
Pick S351  £440-£550

1143

National Bank of South Africa, £1, 1 January 1915, serial
number S150491, Johannesburg, one printed and one
manuscript signature, rusty pinholes, about fine, scarce
Pick S492, Hern 287  £300-£400

1144
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Siege of Mafeking, 1 Shilling, 1900, serial number B6074, 2
Shillings, 1900, serial number B 9548, both in PCGS holder
number 25, very fine (2 notes)
Pick S651, S652, Hern 231, 234  £100-£150

x 1145

Siege of Mafeking, £1, March 1900, serial number 502, two
manuscript signatures at low left and right, stained at right,
some tears along folds, in PCGS holder 20, very fine, scarce
Pick S655a  £300-£400

1146

Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek, 1 Pound, 3 January 1866,
serial number 11278, in PCGS holder 20, very fine, rare
Pick 28  £2,400-£2,600

1147
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South Africa, Gouvernements Noots, £20, 28 May 1900,
serial number 1655, in PMG holder 64, choice uncirculated,
scarce in this grade, this is the Pick plate note
Pick 57b  £100-£150

1148x

South African Reserve Bank, 10 Shillings, 31 December
1921, serial number E/2 506326, perforated CANCELLED, a few
areas of staining, but original very fine and a rare early date
TBB B702a, Pick 74  £800-£1,200

1149x

South African Reserve Bank, £1, 1 November 1926, serial
number A/14 480978, perforated CANCELLED, original very fine,
the scarcer type with portrait on the reverse
TBB B708a, Pick 80  £200-£260

1150x

South African Reserve Bank, £5, 7 April 1926, serial number
B/4 992101, one closed pinhole, an attractive fine example
of a rare note
TBB B709a, Pick 81  £800-£1,200

1151x

South African Reserve Bank, £5, 30 November 1937, serial
number B/13 715605, in PMG holder number 65 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, a superb example
TBB B714b, Pick 86b  £600-£700

1152x

South African Reserve Bank, £10, 14 April 1943, serial
number F/1 452107. also £1, 17 September 1945, serial
number A/149 517512, both original paper, fine and very
fine respectively (2 notes)
TBB B715a, B712f, Pick 87a, 84f  £80-£120

1153
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South African Reserve Bank, £5 (2), 3 November 1948,
prefix C/2, English text above, and 15 November 1948,
prefix C/4, Afrikaans text above, also £5 (2), 27 February
1958, prefix C/63, English text above, and 4 November
1950, prefix C/14, Afrikaans text above, all original good
very fine (4 notes)
TBB B722, 723, 724c, 725a, Pick 94, 95, 96, 97  £120-£160

1154x

South African Reserve Bank, £10, 18 December 1952, serial
number D/1 045379, 1 Rand, ND (1966), serial number A/1
093360, 2 Rand, ND (1974-6), serial number D/1 110059,
all in PMG holders, 50 EPQ, 66EPQ, 66EPQ respectively,
about uncirculated to gem uncirculated, all first prefix (3
notes)
TBB B726, 739, 742, Pick 98, 110a, 117a  £200-£300

1155x

South African Reserve Bank, colour trial £10, ND (1952),
serial number D/1 000000, small red SPECIMEN overprint and
two cancellation holes, mounting traces, otherwise
uncirculated and rare
TBB B726at, Pick 98ct  £300-£400

1156x

South Vietnam

National Bank of Vietnam, obverse and reverse composite
essay for a 100 Dong, ND (ca 1956-), zero serial number,
various features have been hand painted and drawn in
pencil, printed guilloche pattern, tracing paper pasted on
card, obverse: portrait of Ngo Dinh Diem at right, watermark
field at left, revsre: Jade Emperor Pagoda at left, a very
interesting unissued design, very similar to a known
photograph of an unissued design from the Security
Banknote Company, unique (2 items)
TBB/Pick Not Listed  £200-£300

1157x

National Bank of Vietnam, obverse and reverse composite
essay for a 100 Dong, ND (ca 1956-), zero serial number,
various features have been hand painted and drawn in
pencil, printed guilloche pattern, tracing paper pasted on
card, obverse (2), first: portrait of Ngo Dinh Diem at right,
second: Jade Emperor Pagoda at left, reverse: Ho Chi Minh
CIty Peoples Court and value in each corner, a very
interesting unissued design, unique (3 items)
TBB/Pick Not Listed  £260-£360

1158x
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National Bank of Vietnam, an obverse and reverse
composite essay for a proposed 200 Dong, ND (ca 1956-),
various features have been hand painted and drawn in
pencil, printed guilloche pattern, tracing paper pasted on
card, the portrait is of Ngo Dinh Diem, 1st President and 6th
Prime Minister of South Vietnam, a very interesting unissued
design, unique (2 items)
TBB/Pick Not Listed  £200-£300

1159x

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 2 Dong, ND (1955),
zero serial number, red GIAY MAU overprint, cancellation hole,
paper clip indentation, staple hole, two light stains, about
uncirculated
TBB B102, Pick 12p  £180-£220

1160x

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 50 dong, ND (1966),
serial number A.1 000000, purple on multicolour, red GIAY

MAU overprint, cancellation holes, specimen number 96,
some staining otherwise uncirculated
TBB B121s, Pick 17s  £160-£200

1161x

National Bank of Vietnam, obverse and reverse proof for 20
Dong of the 1969 issue, obverse pink print, National Bank of
Vietnam headquarters, reverse black lithograph print,
guilloche pattern, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B126p, Pick 24p  £100-£150

1162

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 20 Dong, ND (1969),
serial number A.1 000000, pink, red GIAY MAU overprint,
cancellation holes, light staining in margins otherwise
uncirculated
TBB B126s, Pick 24s  £150-£200

1163x

National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 100 Dong, ND (1969),
serial number A1 000000, green, red GIAY MAU overprint,
specimen number 946, some faint foxing at right otherwise
uncirculated
TBB B128s, Pick 25s  £150-£200

1164x
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National Bank of Vietnam, specimen 1000 Dong for an
unissued design, ND (1975), serial number A1 000000, red
GIAY MAU overprint, specimen number 142, visible embossing,
uncirculated and rare
TBB B139s1, Pick 34As  £800-£1,200

1165x

Southern Rhodesia

Southern Rhodesia Currency Board, 5 Shillings, 1 February
1945, serial number D/26 095,444, visible embossing,
original very fine
TBB B102a, Pick 8b  £100-£150

1166x

Southwest Africa

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited, £1, 15 June 1959,
serial number SW/1 1550623, in PMG holder 30, very fine,
and evidently with original paper, thus scarce
TBB B203l, Pick 11  £200-£260

1167x

Volskas Bank, Southwest Africa, £1, 4 June 1952, serial
number A/2 93836, in PMG holder 25, very fine, becoming
scarce in any grade
TBB B302a, Pick 14a  £300-£400

1168x

Volskas Bank, Southwest Africa, £1, 4 June 1952, serial
number A/2 112530, pressed, good fine, scarce
TBB B302b, Pick 14b  £100-£150

1169

Spain

Banco de Espana, 500 Pesetas, 7 January 1935, serial
number 1382104, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated, rare in this superb condition
Pick 89  £1,000-£1,500

1170
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Banco de Espana, 100 Pesetas 1953, 5 Pesetas 1954, 25
Pesetas, 1954, 500 Pesetas, 22 July 1954, serial number
V1442098, 1000 Pesetas, 29 November 1957, Y3096883,
100 Pesetas, 1965, 1000 Pesetas 1965, 500 Pesetas, 1971,
1000 Pesetas 1974 commemorative issue, 1000 and 2000
Pesetas 1996, the 1000 Pesetas 1957 uncirculated,
remainder extremely fine to about uncirculated (12 notes)
Pick 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 163, 164

£100-£160

1171x

Banco de Espana, a good sized group of 20th century
Spanish notes, including 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and
10000 Pesatas, 1979-1985 issue, 1000, 2000, 5000 and
10000 Pesatas, 1992, 500 Pesetas (2), 1954 and 1971, and a
wide variety of other notes of other denominations, generally
in excellent condition, many uncirculated (69 notes)

£200-£260

1172

Sudan

Sudan Currency Board, 50 Piastres and £1, 15 September
1956, Bank of Sudan, 25 Piastres (4), 1964, 1970 and 1978,
£1, 1967 and 1975, generally about very fine to good very
fine (8 notes)
TBB B207a, B208a, B301, B303, B308, Pick 2B, 3, 6a, 8d,
11a, 11b, 13b  £150-£200

1173

Sudan Currency Board, specimen £1, £5 and £10, 15
September 1956, prefix C/13 , D/1 and E/1, red CANCELLED

overprint, each with four tiny cancellation holes, mounting
traces, but lovely paper, about uncirculated and scarce (3
notes)
TBB B208as, B209as, B210as, Pick 3s, 4s, 5s  £240-£300

1174

Bank of Sudan, specimen £5 and £10 (2), 1971, zero serial
numbers, two red CANCELLED overprints, about uncirculated to
uncirculated (3 notes)
TBB B309bs, B310bs, Pick 14s, 15s  £100-£150

1175

Bank of Sudan, specimen 25 Piastres, 1981, serial number
A/97 000000, specimen 25 Piastres 1985, serial number
A/191 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, red DE LA RUE seals,
cancellation hole, uncirculated (2 notes)
TBB B318as, 322as, Pick 23as, 30as  £60-£80

1176
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Bank of Sudan, 25 and 50 Piastres, 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50
Pounds, 1985-1990, last two very fine, others uncirculated
(7 notes)
TBB B322a-B328a, Pick 30-36  £80-£120

1177x

Bank of Sudan, specimen £5, 1989, prefix D/86, £20, 1989,
prefix F/52, and £10, 1991, prefix E/276, each with red
SPECIMEN overprint in English and Arabic, uncirculated (3
notes)
TBB B325cs, B327bs, B331s, Pick 40s, 42s, 46s  £100-£150

1178

Bank of Sudan, specimen 10000 Piastres, 1996, serial
number NA 0000000, hollow red SPECIMEN overprint,
uncirculated
TBB B347s, Pick 60s  £200-£260

1179

Central Bank of Sudan, specimen £5 and £20, 9 July 2006,
and specimen £10 and £20, June 2011, all with zero serial
numbers, uncirculated (4 notes)
TBB B403as2, B405as2, B409as, B410as, Pick 66s, 68s, 73s,
74s  £100-£150

1180

Bank of Sudan, a sizeable group of notes from 1985-2002,
and an additional set of South Sudan, first issue, 2011,
generally uncirculated (61 notes)
Pick 37-74, 5-10  £200-£260

1181x

Switzerland

Banque Nationale Suisse, specimen 1000 Franken, 30
September 1954, serial number 1A00000, red De La Rue
ovals and SPECIMEN overprint, three small cancellation holes,
faint mounting traces but a lovely original about uncirculated
to uncirculated, and significantly nicer than usual
TBB B336as, Pick 52s  £500-£700

1182

Tatarstan

Tatarstan Government, Currency Cheque Issue, specimen
50 Shamil = 5000 Rubles, ND (1996), serial numbers
AA0000000 and BA0000000, blue and green respectively,
large red SPECIMEN overprints, uncirculated, very scarce as
specimens (2 notes)
TBB B114as, B115as, Pick 12as, 12bs  £100-£150

1183
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Thailand

Kingdom of Siam, Grand Treasury, 1/8 Tical, ND (1851-68),
manuscript serial number, on blue-grey heavy paper, red
chakra and Mongkut handstamps, a superb original good
very fine to about extremely fine, and extremely rare
Pick A7, TBC Saeng-Ngern PM5  £3,200-£4,000

1184

A Pair of Extremely Rare Kingdom of Siam Notes

Kingdom of Siam, Grand Treasury, 1/4 Tical, ND (1851-68),
manuscript serial number, on heavy paper, red chakra and
Mongkut handstamps, body of paper and printing quite
strong but edges strengthened with tissue paper, good to
very good and exceptionally rare
Pick A8, TBC Saeng-Ngern PM6  £1,800-£2,200

1185
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Timor

Banco Nacional Ultramarino, Timor, printers archival
specimens for 100 Escudos (4), all dated 25 April 1963,
serial number ranges 080001-097000, 114001-131000,
148001-165000 and 165001-180000, all four with different
signature varieties, SPECIMEN perforations, also a partial
obverse and reverse proof on slightly larger format paper
with only the underprint on the obverse, somewhat mixed
grades, with the final specimen being uncirculated, the first
with a slit cut at left, and the others generally very fine to
extremely fine, scarce (5 notes)
TBB B130s, Pick 28s  £300-£400

1186

Tonga

Government of Tonga, 4 Shillings, 3 November 1966, serial
number E/1 14332, in PMG holder 66 EPQ, gem
uncirculated
TBB B109x, Pick 9e (the PMG holder incorrectly designates
this note as 9d)  £100-£150

1187x

Trinidad & Tobago

Government of Trinidad and Tobago, hand drawn design for
watermark, 20 December 1934, this watermark featured on
all notes from the 1935-1949 Issue, GOVERNMENT OF TRINIDAD in
pencil, palm tree low right, archival annotations and date,
extremely fine and interesting
Pick Unlisted  £120-£180

1188

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, a set from the 1964
Issue, $1 (2), $5, $10, $20, John F. Pierce signature variety,
the $1 extremely fine to good extremely fine, remainder very
fine (5 notes)
TBB B201-204, Pick 26-29  £100-£150

1189

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, $5, 1964, serial
number F608851, original paper, faint hint of a central bend
but about uncirculated to uncirculated and the scarcer
signature variety
TBB B202a, Pick 27a  £220-£280

1190

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, colour trial $5, 1964,
serial number A 000000, brown on green, cancellation hole,
red SPECIMEN overprint, extremely minor mounting traces, in
PCGS holder number 64, very choice uncirculated
TBB B202t, Pick 27ct  £150-£200

1191x

Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, $20 (2), 1964, serial
numbers G850627 and L634695, both with N.McLeod
signature, second with pinholes, about very fine to very fine
(2 notes)
TBB B204b, Pick 29  £150-£200

1192
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Tunisia

Banque de ‘Algerie, Tunisia, 100 Francs, 1892 (1942-43),
serial number S.4 332, about uncirculated to uncirculated
TBB B221a, Pick 31  £120-£160

1193

Regency of Tunis, Tunisia, 50 Centimes, 16 February 1918,
serial number 40304, Serie 005, hand stamp on reverse, in
PMG holder number 55 EPQ, about uncirculated
TBB B402a, Pick 32c  £120-£160

1194x

Regency of Tunis, Tunisia, 1 Franc, 3 March 1920, serial
number 22845, Serie 136, hand stamp on reverse, in PMG
holder number 63 EPQ, choice uncirculated
TBB B407, Pick 49  £150-£200

1195x

Banque Centrale de Tunisie, 1/2, 1 and 5 Dinars, 1 June
1965, serial numbers A/6 263459, B/8 178353 and C/12
505159, first with pinholes, extremely fine, second very fine,
last about uncirculated to uncirculated, thus scarce (3 notes)
TBB B506a, B507a, B508a, Pick 62, 63, 64  £100-£150

1196

Banque Centrale de Tunisie, specimen 30 Dinars, 7
November 1997, serial number F/1 0000000, red SPECIMEN

perforation and overprint and number 0186, uncirculated,
scarce
TBB B529s, Pick 89s  £240-£300

1197x

Banque Centrale de Tunisie, specimen 10 Dinars, 7
November 2005, serial number D/1 0000000, perforated
and overprinted SPECIMEN, uncirculated and scarce
TBB B531s, Pick 90s  £160-£220

1198x

Turkey

Turkey, Ottoman Empire, a sheet of four 1 Kurush, AH1294
(1887), serial numbers 169-00089, 169-00090, 169-00095
and 169-00096, light handling only, thus about uncirculated
and scarce as a sheet
Pick 46c  £80-£120

1199x

Central Bank of Turkey, die proof 50 Kurus, law of 1930 ca
(1940), brown print, archival annotations ‘Cancelled July
1941’ at left, about uncirculated to uncirculated, scarce
TBB B211p, Pick 133p  £200-£280

1200
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Central Bank of Turkey, specimen 10 lirasi, 1930 (intro
1948), zero serial number, red SPECIMEN overprint, two
cancellation holes, light horizontal fold in margin, paper
slightly crinkled in areas, good extremely fine to about
uncirculated
TBB B224s, Pick 148s  £180-£220

1201x

Confederate States of America

Confederate States of America, $10, 2 September 1861,
serial number K 13555, also $20 (2), 25 July 1861, serial
numbers Ccc 832 and D 73308, first very good, others fine,
scarce (3 notes)
Pick 10, 23a  £150-£200

1202

Confederate States of America, a group of notes including a
few $100 bills and some lower denominations, as well as
several state and city issues from Georgia, Richmond and
South Carolina, also including several obsolete banknotes
from Washington County Bank, Bank of Hamburg and the
Macon & Brunswick Railroad Company, generally very good
to very fine, one of the $100 notes is a fake/forgery (19
notes)  £80-£120

1203

United States of America

United States Gold Certificate, $100, 1928, serial number
A00661908A, original fine, scarce
Pick 403, Friedberg 2405  £200-£260

1204

A group of replacement notes comprising Silver Certificate
$1 (2) blue seal, series 1935F, 1957, Federal Reserve Note,
$1, green seal series 1995 (2), 1999, 2003 (2), 2006, $2, red
seal, Series 1953, $5, green seal, series 1999, $10, series
1999, $50 1996, $100, series 2001, very fine to uncirculated
(13 notes)  £160-£200

1205x

United States, a mixed lot of used Legal Tender Notes, Silver
Certificates and Federal Reserve Notes, mostly $1 and $5
from 1928-1950s, generally fine to very fine, a few nice
looking examples, face value of just under $300 (74 notes)

£360-£420

1206

Military Payment Certificate, a group comprising 25 cents
and $10 (2) series 461, 10 cent, $1 series 471, 25 cents, 50
cents and $10 (2) series 472, 50 cents and $1 series 541, 5,
10, 25 and 50 cents series 591, $5 and $10 series 641, 5
cents (2), 10 cents (2), 25 cents, 50 cents, $1, $5 and $20(2)
from the 681 series, generally very fine or better (27 notes)
Pick M3, M7, M9, M12, M17-19, M39, M40, M43-46, M62
-3 M75-80, M81  £150-£200

1207

Military Payment Certificate, $20, ND (1969), serial number
C02445697C, Series 681, uncirculated
Pick M82  £150-£200

1208

Uruguay

Republica Oriental Del Uruguay, specimen 5 Pesos, 2
January 1939, zero serial number, red ESPECIMEN overprint,
specimen number 29, uncirculated
Pick 36s  £120-£180

1209x
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Venezuela

Banco Central de Venezuela, obverse and reverse die proof
for 20 Bolivares, ND (1974), green print, Jose Antonio Paez
at right, reverse Monument to the Motherland on Carabobo
Fields, archival ink annotations, paper slightly wrinkled, no
folds, about uncirculated to uncirculated, nice engraving (2
notes)
Pick 53 for type  £150-£200

1210

Banco Central de Venezuela, proofs and artwork for the
2000 Bolivares, notes of 1994-1998, including the original
large format artwork featuring Antonio José de Sucre, in
black pen on translucent paper, also a die proof in the
correct scale of the same portrait, and a complete obverse
die proof for the 1997 date, uncirculated, a superb and
unique trio of items, artwork dimensions are 415mm x
295mm (3 items)
Pick 77 for type  £400-£500

1211

Yugoslavia

National Liberation Committee for the Slovenian Coast,
10000 Lir, 11 July 1944, serial number D00581, red
handstamp at centre, Tito at right, very fine and rare
Pick S138  £400-£500

1212

Ministry of Finance, Yugoslavia, 20 Kronen on 5 Dinara, 40
Kronen on 10 Dinara and 80 Kronen on 20 Dinara, ND
(1919), first with some spots and foxing, good extremely fine,
others about uncirculated to uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 16a, 17, 18  £120-£180

1213

National Bank, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 10
Dinara, 1 November 1920, serial number J891919, fresh
and original, good extremely fine and scarce in higher grades
Pick 21  £120-£160

1214
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National Bank, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,
1000 Dinara, 30 November 1920, serial number 7 958, also
a counterfeit of the same note, real example with a tear at
top right, but otherwise original very fine and rare,
counterfeit example about uncirculated (2 notes)
Pick 23a, 23x2  £600-£800

1215

National Bank, Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,
1000 Dinara, 30 November 1920, serial number Jb.324 384,
also counterfeit 1000 Dinara (2), 30 November 1920, with
both known types or forgeries represented, first two very fine
or thereabouts, last about uncirculated (3 notes)
Pick 24, 23x1, 23x2  £120-£180

1216

Kingdom of Yugoslavia, 500 Dinara (2), serial numbers
A0316 520 and Y.0293 589 and and 1000 Dinara, serial
number O.0093 281, all 6 September 1935, first two
uncirculated, last very fine, scarce (3 notes)
Pick 32, 33  £100-£150

1217

Kingdom of Yugoslavia, 10000 Dinara, 6 September 1936,
serial number A.0067 681, repaired 7mm tear at right, a few
spots of foxing, otherwise only a single central fold, thus
extremely fine and a very attractive example
Pick 34  £400-£500

1218

National Bank of Yugoslavia, unissued/remainder 10 and 50
Dinara, 1991, no serial numbers, also Borsnia and
Herzagovina, 500 Dinara (8) and 1000 Dinara (8), 1992,
with blue handstamps at right, first two uncirculated and
scarce, others generally very fine (18 notes)
Pick 107A, 107B, 1a,b,c, 2a,b,c  £200-£260

1219

Zambia

Bank of Zambia, a specimen set from the 1989-1991 Issue,
2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500 Kwacha, all with serial number
A/A 000000, red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated (7 notes)
TBB B130-6as, Pick 29-35s  £100-£150

1220

Zimbabwe

Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, $100,000,000,000,000 (3),
2008, serial numbers AA0276033-35, uncirculated and a
very popular modern note (3 notes)
TBB B182a, Pick 91  £80-£120
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Advertising and Test Notes

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note for 5
unspecified units, ND (c.1870-90), mostly in French so
presumably for use in France, with space for a serial number
at top right, a superb piece of engraving with multiple
vignettes and colourful underprint, uncirculated and very
rare £300-£400

1222

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a uniface advertising note for 50
unspecified units, ND (c.1870-90), mostly in Italian so
presumably for use in Italy, with a superb representation of a
Roman soldier at left, and a hay cart at right, about
uncirculated and very rare £300-£400
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Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note for ‘Bank
Notes, Postage Stamps, Bonds, and all Monetary
Documents’, ND (c. early 20th Century) featuring a very fine
engraving of King Charles I at centre, very attractive,
uncirculated and a scarcer type  £80-£120

1224

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a uniface advertising note for
‘Bank Notes, Postage Stamps, Bonds, and all Monetary
Documents’ with a denomination of 50, ND (c. early 20th
Century), girl with flowers and corn in her hair at centre,
about uncirculated and a lovely example of engravers art

£80-£120

1225

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note featuring a
female allegory of art and architecture, ND (c. early 20th
Century), with vertical format reverse featuring an engraving
of an engraver, about uncirculated to uncirculated £80-£120

1226

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note featuring a
portrait of King Charles I, ND (c. early 20th Century), with
vertical format reverse featuring an engraving of an engraver,
about uncirculated to uncirculated  £60-£80

1227

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note featuring a
portrait of Queen Elizabeth I, ND (c. early 20th Century),
with vertical format reverse featuring an engraving of an
engraver, about uncirculated to uncirculated £60-£80

1228

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note featuring a
portrait of Viscount Nelson, ND (c. mid 20th Century),
reverse featuring an engraving of the Bradbury, Wilkinson &
Co. head office, small stain on reverse in margin, otherwise
uncirculated and the scarcer type of Nelson note £100-£150
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Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an advertising note featuring a
portrait of Viscount Nelson, ND (c. mid 20th Century),
reverse featuring an engraving of the Bradbury, Wilkinson &
Co. head office, minor handling, thus about uncirculated
and the scarcer type of Nelson note  £100-£150

1230

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., advertising notes in three
different colours (3) featuring a portrait of Viscount Nelson,
ND (c. mid 20th Century), reverses featuring Mercury and a
sea monster and trident, uncirculated and an attractive
group (3 notes)  £150-£200

1231

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., uniface die proofs (2) for an
unused design of advertising note featuring a Viscount
Nelson and a naval engagement, ND (c. mid 20th Century),
two different colours, about uncirculated and attractive (2
notes) £120-£160

1232

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a pair of partial proofs for
advertising notes featuring a portrait of Viscount Nelson, ND
(c. mid 20th Century), obverse grey, reverse with print
reversed, but in colour, about uncirculated to uncirculated,
unusual and scarce (2 notes)  £100-£150

1233

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a die proof for an advertising
note featuring King Charles I and a city skyline, also the
same design imprinted on black shiny plastic, both backed
on blue paper and mounted in a wooden frame, but easily
removable, note backed but otherwise uncirculated, other
item as produced (2 items)  £150-£200
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Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a black and white reverse die
proof for an advertising note showing the Bradbury
Wilkinson head office in New Malden, along with two
vignettes showing the full image, one in black and one in
blue, good extremely fine to about uncirculated, the full
vignettes particularly rare (3 items)  £200-£260

1235

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., an unusual set of 1970s and
1980s advertising notes (6) including both varieties of
Charles Dickens note, one featuring Christopher Wren and St
Pauls Cathedral, one to celebrate 125 years of the company
featuring an engraver at work, one showing a Royal coach
and protesting crowd, and the last showing a modern
engraver at work alongside a security printing machine in
profile, about uncirculated to uncirculated and a lovely
group (6 notes)  £200-£260

1236

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., a group of Isaac Newton
advertising notes and proofs, including two different
examples from before the company was bought by De La
Rue and one from after, plus a reverse due proof proof of the
former, also including an IBNS congress note from 1985
with the same design, uncirculated (5 notes)  £120-£160

1237

De La Rue, a small group of advertising/test notes comprising
De La Rue Giori S.A., die proof of a test note denominated
100, 1983, Thomas De La Rue, an advertising note, 1996,
denominated 100, serial number DD000093, with a ‘Portal’
watermark, and De La Rue Currency, a Jane Austen
advertising note denominated 100, 2004, and Horatio
Nelson advertising notes (2), denominated 200, 2005, one
with a transparant ‘Optiks’ window, and one without, good
extremely fine to about uncirculated, an interesting group (5
notes)  £150-£200

1238

De La Rue Currency, advertising notes denominated 200 (4),
2005, serial number HN123456, all showing Horatio Nelson
and commemorating the 200th anniversary of the Battle of
Trafalgar, one with a transparent ‘Optiks’ window, and three
without, uncirculated (4 notes)  £100-£150

1239

De La Rue/Bradbury Wilkinson, a group of advertising notes
with IBNS overprints, dating from 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
1989 (3), 1990 )4), 1991, 1992, 1994, 1998 and 2001, plus
two without overprints, generally about uncirculated or
better, a useful group (18 notes)  £200-£260

1240

A Remarkable Album Containing almost 250 test notes,
advertising notes and promotional issues from across the
globe, all superbly housed and catalogued alphabetically
according to the ‘Catalogue of Test Notes, 6th Edition’ by
Roland Rollins, generally uncirculated, a detailed and
complete listing is available on request (247 notes)

£1,000-£1,500
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Miscellaneous

UNESCO, a group of specimen coupons for use in
‘purchasing publications and films in the field of education,
science and culture, and of scientific material’ with a space
for country of issue, and denominated in US Dollars,
consisting of $1, $3, $10, $100 and $1000, plus one with no
fixed denomination, and a single travel coupon for $100, all
in both English and French, all with SPECIMEN overprints of
various types, generally uncirculated, very rare and
interesting (7 items)
not listed  £260-£300

1242x

Allied Military Currency, a group comprising Italy, 1, lira, 2
lire, 50 lire and 100 lire 1943 Series, 50 and 100 lire 1943 A
series, Germany, 5 Mark, 100 Mark 1944 series, Austria, 20
Schillings, 1944 Series, Japan, 50 Sen, Series A, 5 Yen (3),
Series B, fine to uncirculated (13 notes) £80-£120

1243

A Group of Military Banknotes, mostly WWII era, including
several Allied Military Currency issues for Italy, France and
Japan (14), and groups of British Armed Forces notes (36)
and Japanese invasion money (35), mixed grades (85 notes)
£80-£120

1244

A very interesting group of specimens Bostwana, 1 Pula,
1984, Eritrea, 50 and 100 Nkfa, 2004, Ghana, 1000, 2000
and 5000 cedis from the 2000 Issue, Guyana, $1000, 2006,
Jamaica, $1000, 2000, Slovenia, 5000 tolarjev, 1997,
Somalia, 5 shillings 1987, Tanzania, 50 Shillings (2), 1992,
1993, Turkmenistan, 10,000 Manat, 2000, all with SPECIMEN

overprint, DE LA RUE seal, cancellation hole, extremely fine to
uncirculated, most uncirculated  (13 notes)  £150-£200

1245

A Small Group of World Banknotes, mostly common
material, mixed grades, mostly very fine (55 notes)  £40-£50

1246

A Group of African Banknotes, mainly Kenya and other
common types, but also including a few better notes, mixed
grades (85 notes)  £80-£120

1247

A good sized group of World Banknotes, including a few
better items, such as a Fallkands 50 pence, 1974,
uncirculated, Netherlands, 25 Gulden, 1989, uncirculated,
Brazil, 1 Mil Reis, estampa 9A, and 2 Mil Reis, estampa 11A
both with large manuscript signature on face, original very
fine, France, 1000 Francs, 1938, original very fine, Cyprus, 1
Shilling, 1947, fine, and Saudi Arabia, 1, 5 and 10 Rials,
third series, uncirculated, others of mixed quality and grade,
but an overall very useful group (438 notes) £400-£500

1248

An eclectic group of notes comprising, French Indochina,
German, Hong Kong, New Hebrides, Netherlands Indies (2),
Montenegro, 1000 francs, Poland, Russian Military Money,
Russia, South Africa, Thailand commemorative issue,
Yugoslavia, Chatham Islands, Wertberftandiger
Notgeldlchein, large group of Phillipines guerrilla currency,
generally very fine to uncirculated (approx 105)  £80-£120

1249

A Group of World Banknotes, including Japan, 10 Yen with
blue postage stamps, 1946, Pick 79d (rarest type), other
notes mostly French assignats, German inflationary issues
and assorted Chinese material but a decent mixture of other
countries as well, very mixed grades (172 notes) £100-£150

1250

A Large and Varied Group of European Banknotes,
including large groups from Poland and Eastern Europe,
some Spain, Portugal, France and Russia, among others,
mixed grades (365 notes)  £300-£400

1251

A Sizeable Selection of notes from Central and South
America, and the Caribbean, as well as a few other
miscellaneous countries, mostly modern South America (78),
but with a few better items from Canada and the Caribbean
(22), mixed grades (100 notes)  £80-£120

1252

A Group of mainly South-east Asian Notes, including China
(59), Hong Kong, Malaya, Ceylon, Laos, India, Pakistan,
Thailand and Indonesia, mixed grades but only a little
duplication and and useful group (221 notes)  £260-£320

1253

A Group of Middle East and North African Banknotes,
including Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, Turkey, Lebanon, Yemen
and Afghanistan, and including a few better notes, mixed
grades (74 notes)  £150-£200

1254

A large group of European notes, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Macedonia, Malta, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Military Currency, mixed
graded (500 notes) £260-£300

1255

A mixed group of European notes, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Cyprus, France, a large group of German inflationary notes,
Greece, Italy, Macedonia, Malta, Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Spain, Sweden, Military Currency, mixed graded (600 notes)

£300-£400

1256

A group of notes, Bahrain, 100 fils, 1 Dinar (2), 1973, Egypt,
National Bank, £1, 1967, Currency Note, 10 piastres (very
fine) prefix J/4, Central Bank, £10, 1961-5, Iraq, Central
Bank, 1/4 dinar, 1947, prefix 1/B (in two pieces, fair to
good), a full set from the 1971 issue, 1/4, 1/4, 1, 5, 10
dinars, Kuwait, a set from the third issue, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 5, 10
and 20 dinars, 1968, Qatar, Monetary Agency, 1 and 10
riyals 1973, 1 and 5 riyal 1981, Central Bank, 5 riyals (7),
1996, Saudi Arabia 1 Riyal, 1968, 5 riyals (3), 10 riyals,
1984, the more modern notes are generally uncirculated,
some note in PMG holders, very fine to uncirculated (33
notes) £300-£400

1257

A group of more modern world notes, including note from
Vietnam, Burundi, Oakistan, Namibia, Kenya, Haiti,
Somaliland, Italy, Barbados, Trinidad & Tabago, Uganda,
Portugal, Kuwait, Dominica, Mauritius, Brazil, Peru,
Thailand, Rwanda, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, most very
fine or better (80 notes) £40-£60

1258

A Group of Miscellaneous World Banknotes, including
some better notes such as France, 10 nouveaux francs, 1960,
pinholes, otherwise uncirculated, Saudi Arabia, 10 (2) and
50 Riyals, 1976, about uncirculated to uncirculated,
Katanga, 10 and 100 Francs, 1960, very fine, England, Page,
£10 (2), prefix B07, about uncirculated, as well as a large
quantity of other varied material, mixed grades, but a very
useful group (276 notes) £300-£400
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A very interesting group of mostly African notes comprising
Angola (9), Algeria (8), Belgian Congo (2), 5 francs, 1929, 10
Francs, 1942, Free French Africa (3), French West Africa (2),
Egyptian Fractional Currency (9), Ghana (10), Israel (2),
Madagascar (5), Malawi, Morocco (9), Namibia, Rhodesia
(3), Saudi Arabia (3), Tunisia (3), Zimbabwe, mixed grades
(approx 75 notes) £200-£300

1260

A large group including notes from Europe: Romania, Italy,
France, Germany, Notegeld, Russia, Greece, Hungary,
Cyprus, Belgium, Poland, England, Scotland, Ireland, Spain,
Netherlands, Norway, British Military Authority, Allied
Military Currency, Yugoslavia, Asia: Hong Kong, India,
Straits Settlement, Ceylon, Malaya, British Borneo, Japan,
Americas: Argentina, Brazil, Bahamas, Mexico, El Salvador,
USA, Canada,  an interesting group (670 notes)  £400-£500

1261

A interesting group including notes from East African, British
Caribbean Territories (4), India (17), Burma (2), Malaya (11)
Malaya and British Borneo (3), Egypt, Turkey, Iran, Ceylon,
Philippines, Hong Kong (6), Spain, Japan, Canada, Belgium
(approx 110) £300-£400

1262

A group of more modern issues including Afghanistan (12),
Lebanon (6), Yemen (6), Myamar (4), Iraq (4), Centrale Bank
van Suriname, a selection of the 200 Issues5,10, 25, 100,
500 and 1000 Gulden (21 notes), Israel (23), mized grades
(approx 56 notes)  £60-£80

x 1263

A Group of Russian, Austrian and other assorted notes,
including Estonia, 100 Marka, 1921, very fine, Netherlands,
Zilverbon, 1 Gulden, 1 October 1918, very fine, a selection
of older notes (49) and modern Russian and Uzbekistan
notes (108), mixed grades (159 notes)  £80-£120

1264

A large Group of World Currency including notes from
Algeria, Belgium, Bolivia, Cambodia, China, East Caribbean,
Estonia, Indonesia, India, Italy, Iraq, Hogwarts Bank, Egypt,
Greece, Mozambique Malaysia, Poland, Russia, Spain,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, UAE, Yugoslavia, Zambia, mixed
grades (approx 450 notes) £150-£200

1265

A Large and Interesting Group of Banknotes, including
Belgium, Belize, Cuba, Canada, France, Italy, East
Caribbean, Germany, Greece, Malta, Netherlands, Russia
Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Nicaragua, Trinidad and
Tobago, mixed grades (approx 749) £300-£400

1266

A group of mainly African and Middle Eastern Notes,
comprising Algeria, Egypt, Bahrain, Kuwait, Iraq, Israel,
Syria, Qatar, Senegal, East Africa, Zimbabwe, Uganda,
Turkey, Tunisia, Uganda, Zaire, Ethiopia, Iran, mixed grades
(297 notes)  £160-£200

1267

A Group of World Banknotes, mostly common types but
including Cyprus, 2 Shillings, 1947, serial number D/1
096125 and Egypt, 25 Piastres, 19 December 1940, serial
number L/64 582937, Faeroe Islands, 10 kroner, 1940, Pick
11a, Falklands, £5, 1983, Pick 12a, mixed grades, above
two notes very fine (93 notes)  £80-£100

1268

A group of world notes: Algeria, Allied Military Currency,
Austria, British Military Money, China, Farmers Bank, Egypt,
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Morocco, Spain,
Yugoslavia, and a large group of counterfeit Confederate
notes (47 notes), mixed grades (102 notes) £40-£60

1269

A group of more modern world notes, Central and South
America (61), Chile, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Guyana, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru, Africa and Middle East: Libya (18), Egypt,
Iraq, Jordan, Guinea (24), fine to uncirculated (105 notes)

£200-£260

1270

End of Sale

A group of notes largely from Asia: including Indonesia,
Hong Kong, Japan, Nepal, China, Fiji, Vietnam, Philippines,
India, Straits Settlements, Singapore, Ceylon, Malaya, New
Zealand, New Guinea, mixed grades (278 notes) £200-£300
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Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the following Lot(s) up to the price(s) mentioned
below. These bids are to be executed as cheaply as is permitted by other bids or any reserve.
I understand that in the case of a successful bid, a premium of 24 per cent (plus VAT if resident in,
or posted to within, the European Union) will be payable by me on the hammer price of all lots.

Please ensure your bids comply with the steps outlined below:-

Up to £100 by £5
£100 to £200 by £10
£200 to £500 by £20
£500 to £1,000 by £50
£1,000 to £2,000 by £100
£2,000 to £5,000 by £200
£5,000 to £10,000 by £500
£10,000 to £20,000 by £1,000
£20,000 to £50,000 by £2,000
£50,000 to £100,000 by £5,000
Over £100,000 by £10,000

Bids of unusual amounts will be rounded down to the bid step below and will not take precedence
over a similar bid unless received first. All absentee bids will be executed in the name of ‘Wood’.

NOTE: All bids placed other than via our website should be received by 16:00 on the day prior to
the sale. Although we will endeavour to execute any late bids, DNW cannot accept responsibility
for bids received after that time. It is strongly advised that you use our online Advance Bidding
Facility. If you have a valid email address bids may be entered, and amended or cancelled, online
at www.dnw.co.uk right up until a lot is offered. You will receive a confirmatory email for all bids
and amendments. Bids posted or faxed to our office using this form will now be entered by our staff
into the system using exactly this facility to which our clients now have access. 
There is, therefore, no better way of ensuring the accuracy of your advance bids than to place
them yourself online.
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Signed
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If successful, I wish to pay for my purchases by (please indicate):
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Other (please give details)
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Should you be a successful bidder you will receive an invoice detailing your purchases. All
purchases are sent by registered post unless otherwise instructed, for which a minimum charge of
£12.00 (plus VAT if resident in the European Union) will be added to your invoice.
All payments for purchases must be made in pounds sterling. Please check your bids carefully and
complete the payment instructions overleaf.

Prices Realised
The hammer prices bid at the auction are posted on the Internet at www.dnw.co.uk in real time. A
full list of prices realised appear on our website as the auction progresses. Telephone enquiries are
welcome from 09:00 the following day.

Saleroom Notices
Any Saleroom Notices relevant to this auction are automatically posted on the Lot Description
pages on the our website. Prospective buyers are strongly advised to consult the site for updates.
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Absentee Bids 

It is recommended that absentee bids are placed using our online 
advance bidding facility, which is available on our website at 
www.dnw.co.uk. Bids placed in this way cannot be seen by others 
and do not go live until the actual moment that the lot in question 
is being offered for sale. All bids can be easily altered or cancelled 
by the bidder prior to this point. An automated email will be sent 
confirming all bids and alterations  

A valid email address is required to bid online. 

There is no additional charge for online bidding and it is not 
necessary to pre-register a payment card in order to do so. 

Whilst we are still happy to execute all bids submitted in writing 
or by phone, fax, etc., it should be noted that bids left with us will 
be entered at our offices using the same bidding facility to which 
all our clients have access.  There is, therefore, no better way of 
ensuring the accuracy of your bids than to execute them yourself 
online. 

Whilst online bids can be placed up until the moment a lot is 
offered for sale, all other bids made to the office must be 
confirmed in writing, by fax or e-mail and should be received by 
16:00 on the day prior to the sale. Although we will endeavour to 
execute late bids, Dix Noonan Webb Ltd cannot accept 
responsibility for any bids received later than this. 

If a bidder is unable to attend an auction or to bid live on the 
internet and wishes to book a telephone bid with DNW, they 
must contact DNW by 16:00 on the day prior to the sale to make 
arrangements to bid thus. DNW cannot be held responsible in the 
event of connectivity issues, resulting in failure for the buyer to 
be able to bid. 

Commission Form 

Further advice to bidders and purchasers may be found on the 
commission form included with this catalogue. Please use this 
form when sending bids to us by post or fax. 

Buyers’ Premium 

A buyers’ premium of 24% on the hammer price (plus VAT if 
resident in, or lots are delivered within, the European Union) is 
payable by the buyer on all lots.  

Pre-sale Estimates 

The pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective 
purchasers. Any bid between the listed figures would, in our 
opinion, offer a fair chance of success. However all lots, 
depending on the degree of competition, can realise prices either 
above or below the listed estimates. 

New Clients 

New clients must register online to bid (whether in person or in 
absentia) and any such registrations will only be accepted once 
due diligence as been completed to the satisfaction of Dix 
Noonan Webb. 

Registration requests, together with auction house references and 
identification/proof of address as requested should be submitted 
as early as possible and certainly not later than one business day 
before the auction. 

Whilst every endeavour is made to complete the registration 
process as quickly as possible, Dix Noonan Webb cannot be held 
responsible if it is not completed in time for a bid to be placed. 

Dix Noonan Webb reserve the right to refuse any registration 
without explanation. 

Methods of Payment 

All payments must be made in pounds sterling within five days of 
the end of a sale unless credit terms have been made by prior 
arrangement. 

The best way to make payment is by Visa or MasterCard credit or 
debit cards via our website www.dnw.co.uk. Carriage and 
insurance is pre-calculated for you so that you may pay 
immediately. 

Payment may also be made by bank transfer to DNW’s account at: 

Lloyds  
Piccadilly London Branch 
39 Piccadilly 
London W1J 0AA 

Sort Code: 30-96-64   Account No: 00622865 

Swift Code: LOYDGB2L 

IBAN: GB70LOYD30966400622865 BIC: LOYDGB21085 

Please include your surname, client code and auction date with 
the instructions to the bank. Alternative methods of payment 
which may enable immediate clearance of purchases include 
cash, recognised banker’s drafts, credit cards (Master Card, Visa 
and Amex) and debit cards. Although personal and company 
cheques are accepted, buyers are advised that property will not be 
released until such cheques have fully cleared and cannot be 
subject to recall, which may take two weeks. Third party payment 
is not accepted except by prior arrangement. Cardholder not 
present transactions will only be accepted when successfully 
completed through our online payment platform. Clients may be 
required to pay by bank transfer for their first purchase or at other 
times at sole discretion of Dix Noonan Webb. 

Please note that we will not accept cash payments in excess of 
£5,000 (five thousand pounds) in settlement for purchases made 
at any one auction. 

Purchases will be despatched as soon as possible upon full 
payment in pounds sterling for the lots you have bought. Carriage 
will be at the buyer’s expense. Estimates and advice on all 
methods of despatch can be provided upon request.  

Loss and damage warranty cover at the rate of 1.5% will be 
arranged unless otherwise specified and will be added to the 
carriage charge for non-UK deliveries. 

Goods can only be shipped to the address provided to and 
verified by Dix Noonan Webb at the time of registration. 

Change of Address 

Change of address requests will be subject to the same due 
diligence by Dix Noonan Webb as at the time of registration. 

Artists’ Resale Rights (Droit de Suite) 

Droit de Suite is a royalty payable to a qualifying artist or their 
estate every time the artist’s work is sold at auction or by an art 
market professional during the artist’s lifetime and for a period of 
up to 70 years following the artist’s death. 

Royalties are calculated on a sliding percentage scale based on 
the hammer price. 

Lots subject to this royalty payment are marked with ARR in the 
catalogue. 

Important Information for Buyers



Conditions mainly concerning Buyers 
1 The buyer 

The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the ‘hammer price’ and 
any dispute shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion. 
Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal unless there is in 
force a written acknowledgement by Dix Noonan Webb Ltd 
(“DNW”) that he acts as agent on behalf of a named principal. 
Bids will be executed in the order that they are received. 

2 Minimum increment 

The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which does 
not conform to Dix Noonan Webb’s published bidding increments 
which may be found at dnw.co.uk and in the bidding form 
included with the auction catalogue. 

3 The premium 

The buyer shall pay to DNW a premium on the ‘hammer price’ in 
accordance with the percentages set out above and agrees that 
DNW, when acting as agent for the seller, may also receive 
commission from the seller in accordance with Condition 15. 

4 Value Added Tax (VAT) 

The buyers’ premium is subject to the current rate of Value Added 
Tax if the lot is delivered to the purchaser within the European 
Union. 

Lots marked ‘x’ are subject to importation duty of 5% on the 
hammer price unless re-exported outside the EU. 

The provision of a VAT form C88 is subject to the discretion of 
DNW and will be subject to an administration fee of £50. 

5 Payment 

When a lot is sold the buyer shall: 

(a) confirm to DNW his or her name and address and, if so 
requested, give proof of identity; and 

(b) pay to DNW the ‘total amount due’ in pounds sterling within 
five working days of the end of the sale (unless credit terms have 
been agreed with Dix Noonan Webb before the auction). Please 
note that, as stated above, we will not accept cash payments in 
excess of £5,000 (five thousand pounds) in settlement for 
purchases made at any one auction. 

6 DNW may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with the 
buyer before an auction under which the buyer will be entitled to 
take possession of lots purchased up to an agreed amount in value 
in advance of payment by a determined future date of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

7 Any payments by a buyer to DNW may be applied by DNW 
towards any sums owing from that buyer to DNW on any account 
whatever, without regard to any directions of the buyer, his or her 
agent, whether expressed or implied. 

8 Collection of purchases 

The ownership of the lot(s) purchased shall not pass to the buyer 
until he or she has made payment in full to DNW of the ‘total 
amount due’ in pounds sterling. 

9 (a) The buyer shall at his or her own expense take away the lot(s) 
purchased not later than 5 working days after the day of the 
auction but (unless credit terms have been agreed in accordance 
with Condition 7) not before payment to DNW of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges on any lot not taken away within 5 working 
days after the day of the auction. 

(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by DNW staff is 
undertaken solely as a courtesy to clients and, in the case of 
fragile articles, will be undertaken only at DNW’s discretion. In no 
event will DNW be liable for damage to glass or frames, 
regardless of the cause.  Bulky lots or sharp implements, etc., may 
not be suitable for in-house shipping. 

10 Buyers’ responsibilities for lots purchased 

The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to lots purchased 
from the time of collection or the expiry of 5 working days after 
the day of the auction, whichever is the sooner. Neither DNW nor 
its servants or agents shall thereafter be responsible for any loss or 
damage of any kind, whether caused by negligence or otherwise, 
while any lot is in its custody or under its control. 

Loss and damage warranty cover at the rate of 1.5% will be 
applied to any lots despatched by DNW to destinations outside 
the UK, unless specifically instructed otherwise by the consignee. 

11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchase 

If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with 
Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is any other breach of either of 
those Conditions, DNW as agent of the seller shall, at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it may have, 
be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and 
remedies: 

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for breach of 
contract. 

(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the 
defaulting buyer at the same or any other auction. 

(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public auction or 
private sale and the defaulting buyer shall pay to DNW any 
resulting deficiency in the ‘total amount due’ (after deduction of 
any part payment and addition of re-sale costs) and any surplus 
shall belong to the seller. 

(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the 
defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, either at DNW’s 
premises or elsewhere. 

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 2 percent per month 
on the ‘total amount due’ to the extent it remains unpaid for more 
than 5 working days after the day of the auction. 

(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same buyer at the sale 
or any other auction and release it only after payment of the ‘total 
amount due’. 

(g) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of the 
defaulting buyer at any future auctions or obtaining a deposit 
before accepting any bids in future. 

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale then due or at any time thereafter 
becoming due to the defaulting buyer towards settlement of the 
‘total amount due’ and to exercise a lien on any property of the 
defaulting buyer which is in DNW’s possession for any purpose. 

12 Liability of Dix Noonan Webb and sellers 

(a) Goods auctioned are usually of some age. All goods are sold 
with all faults and imperfections and errors of description. 
Illustrations in catalogues are for identification only. Buyers should 
satisfy themselves prior to the sale as to the condition of each lot 
and should exercise and rely on their own judgement as to 
whether the lot accords with its description. Subject to the 
obligations accepted by DNW under this Condition, none of the 
seller, DNW, its servants or agents is responsible for errors of 
descriptions or for the genuineness or authenticity of any lot. No 
warranty whatever is given by DNW, its servants or agents, or any 
seller to any buyer in respect of any lot and any express or implied 
conditions or warranties are hereby excluded. 

(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate forgery’ may be 
returned by the buyer to DNW within 15 days of the date of the 
auction in the same condition in which it was at the time of the 
auction, accompanied by a statement of defects, the number of 
the lot, and the date of the auction at which it was purchased. If 
DNW is satisfied that the item is a ‘deliberate forgery’ and that the 
buyer has and is able to transfer a good and marketable title to the 
lot free from any third party claims, the sale will be set aside and 
any amount paid in respect of the lot will be refunded, provided 
that the buyer shall have no rights under this Condition if: 

(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of the sale was in 
accordance with the then generally accepted opinion of scholars 
and experts or fairly indicated that there was a conflict of such 
opinion; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of publication of 
the catalogue that the lot was a ‘deliberate forgery’ was by means 
of scientific processes not generally accepted for use until after 
publication of the catalogue or a process which was unreasonably 
expensive or impractical. 

(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall be limited to any 
amount paid in respect of the lot and shall not extend to any loss 
or damage suffered or expense incurred by him or her. 

(d) The benefit of the Condition shall not be assignable and shall 
rest solely and exclusively in the buyer who, for the purpose of 
this condition, shall be and only be the person to whom the 
original invoice is made out by DNW in respect of the lot sold. 

Conditions of Business



Conditions mainly concerning Sellers and Consignors 
13 Warranty of title and availability 

The seller warrants to DNW and to the buyer that he or she is the 
true owner of the property or is properly authorised to sell the 
property by the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any third party claims. 
The seller will indemnify DNW, its servants and agents and the 
buyer against any loss or damage suffered by either in 
consequence of any breach on the part of the seller. 

14 Reserves 

The seller shall be entitled to place, prior to the first day of the 
auction, a reserve at or below the low estimate on any lot 
provided that the low estimate is more than £100. Such reserve 
being the minimum ‘hammer price’ at which that lot may be 
treated as sold. A reserve once placed by the seller shall not be 
changed without the consent of DNW. DNW may at their option 
sell at a ‘hammer price’ below the reserve but in any such cases 
the sale proceeds to which the seller is entitled shall be the same 
as they would have been had the sale been at the reserve. Where 
a reserve has been placed, only the auctioneer may bid on behalf 
of the seller. 

15 Authority to deduct commission and expenses 

The seller authorises DNW to deduct commission at the ‘stated 
rate’ and ‘expenses’ from the ‘hammer price’ and acknowledges 
DNW's right to retain the premium payable by the buyer. 

16 Rescission of sale 

If before DNW remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the buyer 
makes a claim to rescind the sale that is appropriate and DNW is 
of the opinion that the claim is justified, DNW is authorised to 
rescind the sale and refund to the buyer any amount paid to DNW 
in respect of the lot. 

17 Payment of sale proceeds 

DNW shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller not later than 35 
days after the auction, but if by that date DNW has not received 
the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer then DNW will remit the 
sale proceeds within five working days after the date on which the 
‘total amount due’ is received from the buyer. If credit terms have 
been agreed between DNW and the buyer, DNW shall remit to 
the seller the sale proceeds not later than 35 days after the auction 
unless otherwise agreed by the seller. 

18 If the buyer fails to pay to DNW the ‘total amount due’ within 
3 weeks after the auction, DNW will endeavour to notify the seller 
and take the seller’s instructions as to the appropriate course of 
action and, so far as in DNW’s opinion is practicable, will assist 
the seller to recover the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If 
circumstances do not permit DNW to take instructions from the 
seller, the seller authorises DNW at the seller’s expense to agree 
special terms for payment of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, 
store and insure the lot sold, to settle claims made by or against 
the buyer on such terms as DNW shall in its absolute discretion 
think fit, to take such steps as are necessary to collect monies due 
by the buyer to the seller and if necessary to rescind the sale and 
refund money to the buyer if appropriate 

19 If, notwithstanding that, the buyer fails to pay to DNW the 
‘total amount due’ within three weeks after the auction and DNW 
remits the ‘sale proceeds’ to the seller, the ownership of the lot 
shall pass to DNW. 

20 Charges for withdrawn lots 

Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, DNW reserve the right 
to charge a fee of 15 per cent of DNW’s then latest middle 
estimate of the auction price of the property withdrawn, together 
with Value Added Tax thereon if the seller is resident in the 
European Union, and ‘expenses’ incurred in relation to the 
property. 

21 Rights to photographs and illustrations 

The seller gives DNW full and absolute right to photograph and 
illustrate any lot placed in its hands for sale and to use such 
photographs and illustrations and any photographs and 
illustrations provided by the seller at any time at its absolute 
discretion (whether or not in connection with the auction). 

22 Unsold lots 

Where any lot fails to sell, DNW shall notify the seller 
accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer 
the lot for sale or to collect the lot. 

23 DNW reserve the right to charge commission up to one-half of 
the ‘stated rates’ calculated on the ‘bought-in price’ and in 
addition ‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold lots. 

General Conditions and Definitions 
24 DNW sells as agent for the seller (except where it is stated 
wholly or partly to own any lot as principal) and as such is not 
responsible for any default by seller or buyer. 

25 Any representation or statement by DNW, in any catalogue as 
to authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of 
opinion only. Every person interested should exercise and rely on 
his or her own judgement as to such matters and neither DNW 
nor its servants or agents are responsible for the correctness of 
such opinions. 

26 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best served by 
attendance at the auction, DNW will, if so instructed, execute 
bids on their behalf. Neither DNW nor its servants or agents are 
responsible for any neglect or default in doing so or for failing to 
do so. 

27 DNW shall have the right, at its discretion, to refuse admission 
to its premises or attendance at its auctions by any person. 

28 DNW has absolute discretion without giving any reason to 
refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots, 
to withdraw any lot from the auction and in case of dispute to put 
up any lot for auction again. 

29 (a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all 
actions, proceedings costs, expenses, claims and demands 
whatever incurred or suffered by the person entitled to the benefit 
of the indemnity. 

(b) DNW declares itself to be a trustee for its relevant servants and 
agents of the benefit of every indemnity under these Conditions to 
the extent that such indemnity is expressed to be for the benefit of 
its servants and agents. 

30 Any notice by DNW to a seller, consignor, prospective bidder 
or buyer may be given by first class mail or airmail and if so given 
shall be deemed to have been duly received by the addressee 48 
hours after posting. 

31 These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with English law. All transactions to which these 
Conditions apply and all matters connected therewith shall also 
be governed by English law. DNW hereby submits to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the English courts and all other parties concerned 
hereby submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English 
courts. 

32 In these Conditions: 

(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate, 
price list or other publication; 

(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is knocked 
down by the auctioneer to the buyer; 

(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in respect of the 
lot sold together with any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable 
and additional charges and expenses due from a defaulting buyer 
in pounds sterling; 

(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the intention 
of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or 
source which is not shown to be such in the description in the 
catalogue and which at the date of the sale had a value materially 
less than it would have had if it had been in accordance with that 
description; 

(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the seller being 
the ‘hammer price’ of the lot sold less commission at the ‘stated 
rates’ and ‘expenses’ and any other amounts due to DNW by the 
seller in whatever capacity and howsoever arising; 

(f) ‘stated rate’ means DNW’s published rates of commission for 
the time and any Value Added Tax thereon; 

(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means DNW 
charges and expenses for insurance, illustrations, special 
advertising, packing and freight of that lot and any Value Added 
Tax thereon; 

(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 per cent more than the highest bid 
received below the reserve. 

33 Vendors’ commission of sales 

A commission of 15 per cent is payable by the vendor on the 
hammer price on lots sold. 

34 VAT 

Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising are subject to 
VAT if the seller is resident in the European Union.





We were established in 1991 and are locat-
ed in a six-storey Georgian building in the
heart of London’s Mayfair, two minutes walk
from Green Park underground station. 

Our staff of experts collectively have over
300 years of unrivalled experience on all
aspects of numismatics, including coins of
all types, tokens, commemorative medals,
paper money, orders, decorations, war
medals, militaria and numismatic books. 

We hold numerous auctions each year, the
full contents of which are published on the
internet around one month before the sale
date, together with a unique preview facility
which is available as lots are catalogued and
photographed. Printed auction catalogues for
auctions are mailed to subscribers approxi-
mately three weeks prior to each sale.

In addition, we handle discreet private treaty
sales of fine orders, decorations and medals. 

Our offices, open from 9am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday,
include a pre-auction viewing room, enabling us to offer this
facility to clients during the three weeks prior to an auction. 

Auctions are held in our building at 16 Bolton Street, Mayfair,
where sales may be attended in person. Free online bidding is
available using our own live bidding system or by placing 
commission bids, all of which and much more being available
via our website at www.dnw.co.uk.

We look forward to welcoming clients to Bolton Street and
assure you of a warm reception.
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